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This thesis considers the role and function of God the Son within the anti-

Trinitarian system John Milton envisions in his epic poem, Paradise Lost.  In the poem, 

God the Father frequently acts independently of His Son, and the divine attributes that 

traditionally describe the Son, including His timelessness, no longer apply to the 

character Milton constructs.  Despite this apparent degradation, Milton still elevates the 

Son and considers Him to be a character worthy of our respect.  To account for this 

seeming paradox, I propose a reading of Paradise Lost that does not dismiss Milton‘s 

heretical belief in a subjected Son, but rather uses it as a way envision a new form of 

power.  To do so, I compare the relationship between God the Father and His Son in 

terms of light and sun imagery, to demonstrate how power is divided and distributed 

between the two, according to the scientific principles of Milton‘s day.  In addition, I 

consider how Michel Foucault‘s concept of the docile body both applies to the Son and 

explains His deference to the Father.  Through these analyses, I hope to demonstrate that 

the Son‘s power exists as the result of properly exercising His free will, a will that would 

not have been His own had He been one with His Father. 
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Introduction 

 

“In subjecting all things [to the Son], he left nothing not „subject to him.‟  Yet at 

present we do not see „all things subject to him,‟ but we do see Jesus „crowned with glory 

and honor‟ because he suffered death, he who „for a little while‟ was made „lower than 

the angels,‟ that by the grace of God he might taste death for everyone.  For it was fitting 

that he, for whom and through whom all things exist, in bringing many children to glory, 

should make the leader to their salvation perfect through suffering” (Hebrews 2: 8-10). 

 

It is impossible to talk about John Milton or Paradise Lost without 

acknowledging the period in which he lived, for while the author was blind, he was 

certainly not blind to the changing world around him.  Paradise Lost is rife with topics 

and concerns that would have been familiar to his audience, along with some religious 

suggestions that would have been anathema, had anyone caught them at the time.  As a 

learned, well-versed scholar of both the Bible and scientific discourses, Milton had a sure 

grasp on the natural world, and from this formed the basis of his religious, epic poem. 

John Milton displayed a keen interest in the scientific discoveries of his day, 

incorporating many of the century‘s novel ideas into his poem.  As Lawrence Babb notes, 

―Paradise Lost is an unusually scientific poem,‖ (16) and Milton ―believed that the well 

informed Christian gentleman must know something of the natural world‖ (17).  Milton‘s 

emphasis on science stems from his conviction that the sciences were essential studies for 

any student desiring to know more about mankind itself, as well as his role in the natural 

world.  Furthermore, as the world was a gift from God, attempts to understand nature 

were man‘s attempts to actually know God better (17).  In his treatise Of Education, 

Milton pushed for scientific instruction to be a fundamental component of academia, and 

he frequently recommended authors whose discipline fell within the sciences, be it 

philosophical or natural (20).   
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It is difficult to ascertain the depth of Milton‘s scientific knowledge, for some 

scholars have indicated that Milton devoted the majority of his time to understanding and 

teaching classical concepts (24).  Nonetheless, Milton lived during a period in which it 

would have been impossible to ignore the burgeoning scientific principles that would 

constitute a ―new science,‖ a more modern science.  One of the fields that received the 

most attention in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was astronomy.  Astronomy is 

an old science, extending back in time to the Greeks, who were the first people to study 

this field systematically (Orchard 4).  One of the most eminent Greek astronomers was 

Ptolemy, who took the work of his predecessors and attempted to prove their speculations 

with scientific inquiry.  Based on his observations and data, Ptolemy concluded that the 

earth was ―the immovable centre of the universe, round which the Sun, Moon, planets, 

and the entire heavens completed a daily revolution in twenty-four hours‖ (7).  Ptolemy‘s 

conception of the universe remained the standard from the second century up through the 

sixteenth, when Nicolas Copernicus, applying the mathematical and scientific principles 

relevant in his time, proposed that the Sun, and not the Earth, was the true center of the 

universe. 

As astronomy was changing, thanks in large part to technological advances like 

the telescope, so too were other fields witnessing and experiencing a transformation and a 

push towards proof derived from experimental means.  The study of optics was very 

much alive during Milton‘s life, giving mathematicians like Isaac Barrow and Isaac 

Newton the chance to demonstrate light refraction and its importance in scientific circles.  

Barrow, Newton‘s teacher at Cambridge, was interested in the way light rays diverge 

when passed through the eye (Lennon 37).  Barrow believed that images were ―clearly 
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nothing other than light from objects so reflected or refracted that it is again collected in 

one place and in such a situation as it had when it flowed from the original object and 

proceeded in a direct path to the eye‖ (37).  Newton would further enucleate his 

instructor‘s fascination with light in his own studies on prism and optics, in which 

Newton established that invisible light, when passed through a prism, could be divided 

and made visible, demonstrating all of the colors of light that had up to this point been 

unknown. 

Milton was certainly attuned to the changing scientific world, but perhaps his 

greater fascination was with the changing religious world.  The sixteenth century bore 

witness to the Reformation, which was inspired by both the corruption of the Catholic 

Church and a move to understand God through strict scriptural study.  Many Europeans, 

though still practicing and professing the Catholic faith, felt that the Church and its 

leaders were no longer accessible, due to the corruption of the clergy.  It appears that 

most Catholics found fault not with the doctrine of the Church, but rather with the fallible 

men entrusted with the task of carrying it out (Ozment 32).  Furthermore, Catholicism 

during the 1500s was not usually well-taught, and those who understood the religion best 

tended to be the educated and the elite (36).  As a result, the laity of the sixteenth century 

required a more straightforward religion, one that championed faith and focused less on 

charity.  Theologians in Milton‘s time began to consider the possibility that faith was 

more powerful than reason, and, according to the teachings of William of Ockham, 

―theology had to be derived from biblical revelation rather than rational argumentation‖ 

(David Chidester 314).  In fact, militant advocates of Protestantism scorned 

Scholasticism and the various other theological schools that were founded to elucidate the 
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mysteries of the Catholic faith, on the principle that these schools had only added to the 

confusion (315).  The only solution seemed to be individual study of the Bible, and a 

faith that derived its practices and beliefs from the holy book. 

John Milton took this message to heart, and devoted much of his life to studying 

the Bible and analyzing its content.  Such practices were common, as Biblical 

interpretation had shifted from rote repetition of Biblical passages to actually questioning 

the material present within the book (Conklin 1).  Quite understandably, an approach that 

encourages critical thinking is bound to also unearth heterodoxies, thoughts not at all in 

line with the traditional precepts of the Church.  One of the most infamous of these 

heresies was anti-Trinitarianism, a belief that gained popularity among many of Milton‘s 

contemporaries.  While traditional Trinitarianism upheld the equivalence and 

timelessness of all Three Persons of the Holy Trinity, regarding none as superior to 

another, theories classified as anti-Trinitarian frequently challenged the equality of the 

Godhead, placing the Father as the Creator of the Son and of the Holy Spirit and 

disallowing the Son and the Spirit power equal to that of the Father.  Through his 

exegesis of the Bible, Milton fixated on passages that seemed to contradict the notion of 

the Son‘s equality with the Father, such as the admission that the Son was begotten 

because of a decree (which denies Him an eternal nature), Christ‘s own comment that the 

Father ―is the one true God by whom are all things,‖ and the warning to the apostles that 

any divine attributes the Son might have are due entirely to the Father (Kelley 84). 

This thesis takes as its basis Milton‘s certainty in the Son‘s subordination to the 

Father and considers how Milton could both believe in a weaker Son of God and still 

view Him as a powerful force within the poem.  Although it might seem logical that a 
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diminished Son is necessarily a weaker Son, the character Milton describes in Paradise 

Lost is decidedly not weak or ineffectual; quite the contrary, God the Son receives a great 

deal of Milton‘s attention and is a central character to the poem. Chapter One of this 

thesis is an analysis of Trinitarianism and Milton‘s own views on the Trinity, which were 

first discovered in his treatise De Doctrina Christiana.  By comparing traditional views 

of the Trinity with Milton‘s own opinions on the subject, it becomes clear that the poem, 

while deeply religious, is not orthodox, contrary to the beliefs of some of his 

contemporaries.  Milton goes to great lengths to demonstrate that the Son of God is not 

equal to the Father, sharing neither omnipotence nor omniscience with the Father.  

Having established this subordination, Milton could have left the matter and told the rest 

of the story without the Son; instead, Milton deliberately includes situations within the 

text, such as the Father granting the Son the power to conquer Satan, that suggest the Son 

is still a strong character. 

Chapter Two is an attempt to show how Milton envisions the strange relationship 

between the Father and the Son.   This chapter draws on the scientific discoveries that 

were so integral to the seventeenth century, especially how scientists in Milton‘s age 

began to experiment more with the properties of light and study the position of the sun 

relative to the rest of the universe.  Milton, using a symbol traditionally assigned by the 

Church to represent the Godhead, writes of the Father alone as light in his poem, and 

fashions another symbol to represent the Son of God: the physical sun.  The way that 

light and the sun interact is similar to Newton‘s discoveries with optics, whereby a prism 

(or in this case, the sun) makes visible an invisible light source.  The sun in Paradise Lost 

is dependent on the light for its existence and purpose, much the same way that the Son 
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of God has power only as the Father gives it to Him.  However, serving as the sun for His 

Father‘s light, the Son of God has a specific role: making the brilliant, covert Father 

present to the angels and mankind. 

In Chapter Three, the question of why the Son would choose to submit to His 

Father, and what benefit He hopes to derive from His humility, is answered through a 

comparison between Paradise Lost and Michel Foucault‘s Discipline and Punish.  

Milton‘s Father is a controversial figure in Milton studies, as He is frequently seen as 

distant from and tyrannical towards His subjects.  An alternate way to view the Father is 

as a king who has been wronged, and who requires restitution from Satan and from man 

in order to maintain justice in Heaven and on Earth.  To ensure this justice, the Father 

takes His most faithful creation, the Son, and disciplines Him to the point that He 

becomes what Foucault calls a ―docile body,‖ a body that is malleable and can 

demonstrate the existence of a higher power through its movements and its precision.  

While the Son must submit to the Father, He gains strength through this submission, 

moving up in Heaven‘s hierarchy and obtaining powers that no other creation can hope to 

attain.  

The intention of this thesis is to acknowledge Milton‘s unorthodox notion of the 

Trinity, and then to find a way to reconcile his heresy with his enduring respect for the 

Person of the Son.  While Milton‘s Son might not be the ideal character for a strict, 

Trinitarian audience, He may ultimately be just as worthy of our respect the way that 

Milton envisions Him, thanks to Milton‘s decision to give the Son freedom of choice. 
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Chapter One 

Power Divided: The Disintegration of the Holy Trinity 

 

In the year 325, the bishops at the Council of Nicea, prompted by the religious 

debate regarding the Holy Trinity, were forced to come to a conclusion regarding the 

equality and power of each member within the Trinity (Urban 45).  Scholars during this 

century had begun to teach doctrines, such as Arianism, which encouraged a view of the 

Son and the Spirit as subordinate creatures, created by the Father and possessing few of 

His qualities.  Advocates of Trinitarianism, a belief that all three members are completely 

equal, were present at this Council, and the ultimate ruling made by the bishops was that 

the Church would support and preach only Trinitarianism.  Any individual who taught or 

believed in any other doctrines, including Arianism, would be branded a heretic and 

could face excommunication. 

The Council may have given a definitive ruling, but the questions regarding the 

Trinity, particularly regarding the Son‘s role within it, persisted and challenged Biblical 

scholars up to Milton‘s time.  Milton, an anti-Trinitarian himself, wrote Paradise Lost 

from this perspective, demonstrating his belief that the Son is less than His Father.  To 

further this point, Milton authored De Doctrina Christiana, a heretical treatise on 

religious matters, which made it very clear that all of Milton‘s works should be examined 

closely for instances of unorthodoxy.  Even without De Doctrina Christiana, it is 

possible to see within Milton‘s epic poem proof that he favored an interpretation of the 

Son as subordinate to the Father.  There are numerous instances when the two act 

independently of each other, and the Son seems to lack a power to equal His Father‘s.  
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Regardless, Milton‘s Son is still an indispensable character within the poem, in part 

because of His willingness to submit to the Father and carry out His precise instructions. 

 

The mystery of the Holy Trinity has always presented a problem for Christian 

scholars, who have been unable to define adequately the properties of the Godhead and 

what, if anything, makes each Person within the Trinity distinct.  John Milton, raised by 

Puritan parents and fascinated by Biblical studies, was deeply interested in the Trinity 

and wrote extensively regarding the topic.  These opinions are intricately and inherently 

woven into the text of Paradise Lost, initially regarded as a highly orthodox statement on 

the creation of the world and the fall of mankind.   Milton‘s contemporaries hailed the 

poem as an epic worthy of acclaim on the same level as the ancients (Dryden 378), 

finding nothing amiss theologically within its pages.  It appears that for years after the 

poem‘s first publication in 1667, critics were astounded by the spiritual profundity of 

Milton‘s writing and glorified the author for his beautiful addition to Christian thought.   

Andrew Marvell penned an entire poem about Paradise Lost and the majesty he saw 

within the text.  Marvell writes that he is ―now convinced that none will dare/ Within thy 

labour to pretend a share./ [Milton] has not missed one thought that could be fit,/ And all 

that was improper dost omit‖ (377).  The grand ideas expressed with this poem are 

present in other criticism written shortly after Paradise Lost  was published, and typically 

the only resistance the poet met was in his use of an antiquated structure and fairly 

archaic words (379).  Most of Milton‘s audience believed the poem to be a faithful 

depiction of God as ―a creator, a father, and a judge; nor is his vengeance jarring with his 

mercy, nor his predeterinations repugnant to the liberty of man‖ (383).  Even Bishop 
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Thomas Newton, writing as late as 1749, decreed that ―Paradise Lost is ‗orthodox and 

consistent with the creed of the Church of England‘‖ (Patrides 3).  

The irony present in statements such as the one made by Bishop Newton is that 

Milton never intended for his work to complement or conform to the Creed of England.  

Had Milton‘s early critics looked just a little deeper, they would have realized that 

Milton‘s views, particularly on the Trinity, were incompatible with the views of the 

Anglican church, as well as those of the other, dominant Protestant churches of his day.  

The Council of Nicea had declared in 325 that the three Persons within the Holy Trinity 

were made of the same substance, which effectively confirmed the notion that all three 

Persons were equal and eternal (Hunter 31).  The Church of England, the Presbyterians, 

and the Catholics all accepted this ruling and began to teach the doctrine of the Holy 

Trinity, advocating the Trinitarian view that dominated Christian thought during Milton‘s 

lifetime.  As Gordon Campbell writes in Milton and the Manuscript of De Doctrina 

Christiana, the Christian belief in the Trinity arose from Biblical interpretation and ―was 

supported by the instruction of Jesus to baptize ‗in the name‘ of the Father, Son, and Holy 

Spirit‖ (Campbell 99).  Campbell notes that theologians interpreted this commissioning 

literally, focusing on the fact that Christ deliberately used the word ―name‖ instead of 

―names,‖ which would have indicated separate identities.  St. Augustine, one of the 

greatest theologians of the Catholic Church, is typically credited with defending and 

defining the principles of Trinitarianism.  One of Augustine‘s most influential works is 

De Trinitate, which is his statement on the Holy Trinity.  Augustine writes the book in 

fifteen chapters, emphasizing a different aspect of the Trinity in each section.  In chapters 

one through four, Augustine‘s primary focus is to solidify the claim that the Son is not 
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―‗less than He who sends, because the latter sends and the former is sent, since the 

Trinity, which is equal in all things, and is also equally unchangeable in its nature, 

invisible, and present everywhere, works inseparably‘‖ (xxxiii).  Augustine is willing to 

acknowledge that the members of the Trinity have disparate powers, but this does not 

necessitate a belief in gradations of power.  The early theologian went to great lengths in 

his work to communicate the necessity of accepting the Trinity as being equal, 

omnipotent, good, and, most importantly, as being One.   In Evan F. Kuehn‘s article, the 

critic explores both the doctrine of the Trinity and how St. Augustine came to the 

conclusion that all three members of the Trinity were equal.  According to Kuehn, 

Augustine ―quotes John 10:30 to assert this unity between Father and Son: ‗It is in this 

sense that [John] says I and the Father are one; ‗are one‘ means ‗What he is, that I am 

too by way of being, not by way of relationship‘‖ (578).  In addition, ―Augustine sees the 

Son first of all as eternally begotten of the Father‖ (579), instead of as a creation who has 

issued forth at a later date.  The Son shares the same life with the Father, having existed 

for all time and having neither an end nor a beginning.  Similarly, ―while the ministry of 

the Spirit is the glorification of the Son, this office does not imply subordination, because 

‗it is as proceeding from the Father that [the Spirit] is said not to speak from himself,‘ in 

the same way that the Son can do nothing apart from the Father‖ (578).  In the Triune 

relationship, all members are autonomous, equally powerful, and similarly eternal: there 

was not a time when one did not exist, and one Person is not less powerful than another. 

However, Christian theologians assert that while all Persons work together, each 

is distinct and possesses individualized powers.  Initially, religious thinkers like Philo and 

Irenaeus of Lyons attempted to describe the functions that each Person of the Trinity 
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performs.  Irenaeus ran into a problem with his description, as his creed demonstrated an 

―overlapping of the attributes of the various members of the Trinity‖ (Urban 53).  In 

using such an explanation, it appeared that there was not a significant difference between 

the Father and the Son, who were both described as creators, or between the Son and the 

Spirit, who were both associated with prophesy.  One solution discussed to make better 

sense of the relationship in the Trinity was, as described by Linwood Urban, to view the 

Father as ―eternal, immutable, unbegotten, the ultimate source of everything‖; the Son as 

―God in relationship to the world […], creator and […] the redeemer and sanctifier‖; and 

the Spirit as ―God in the hearts and minds of human beings, the inspirer and the 

illuminator‖ (54).  This explanation proved unsatisfactory, as it suggested that the Father 

was more powerful, since only He existed in all things.  Origen advised that ―the Son and 

Spirit are God because what is born of God is God‖ (55), but still the problem of 

subordination existed.  Augustine added to the debate the idea that ―to be of one 

substance with the Father is to possess all the essential properties of Deity, that is, to be 

equal with the Father except for the properties of origin‖ (66).  In essence, Augustine 

argued that the only true difference among the three was that the Father generates the 

Son, but all other qualities of the Godhead are shared equally among all members.  With 

an explanation of how all members of the Trinity could be equal, theologians began to 

assume that specific tasks were unique to each member of the Trinity.  One suggestion is 

the Social Trinity, where there is ―unity of the one substance,‖ a binding of the Three 

Persons together in love, and a unity of ―‗mutual transfiguration and illumination‘‖ (69).  

According to this division, ―Illumination is especially associated with the Spirit, love 

with the Son, and the unity of origin with the Father‖ (69).  Another view is the analogy 
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of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as ― ‗memory, understanding, and will‘‖ (71).    Karl 

Barth offers a ―Trinity of revelation‖ whereby the ―Father is the Speaker, the Son is the 

spoken Word, and the Holy Spirit is the Response in the hearts of human beings‖ (71).   

Attempts to understand and explain the Trinity are frequently unsatisfactory and 

often confusing, demonstrating how easy it would be to offer other suggestions to explain 

the relationship between all three members.  Advocates of Trinitarianism agree that there 

are three distinct Persons in one God, that all are equal, and that all are eternal, but have 

little consensus on what the specific roles of each Person are.  Consequently, many 

religious thinkers considered the possibility that the Trinity might not be as cohesive as 

previously thought, and have offered other angles to explain the strange bond between the 

Three Persons.  One of the most popular theories in Milton‘s time was Arianism.  Arius, 

who lived between the years 250 and 336 A.D., believed that Christ was made perfect 

―though suffering and through spiritual development […] He was a Son of God, but a 

Son by adoption‖ (Urban 63).  The Son became a worthy Son through merit, by 

improving Himself, which necessitated that the Son could change.  As God cannot 

change and does not need to change, for He is already perfection, the Son could not be 

God, but rather a creation that shared many of our own human attributes.  However, 

Arius did not purport that the Son was just a human, and still contended that the ―Son was 

the preexistent creator of the world‖ (63).  Consequently, Arius viewed the Son as similar 

to an angel or even a demi-god.  Another common alternative that would have been 

familiar to Milton and his audience was the Sabellian heresy, made popular by Sabellius 

in the third century.  According to this belief, God the Son and God the Holy Spirit are 

nothing more than ―phases of the activity‖ of the Father, which implies that there is no 
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distinction between the Three Persons, and the Father is primarily responsible for any and 

all actions performed by the Godhead (Hunter, ―Milton‘s Arianism Reconsidered‖ 30).  

These heresies, and countless others that arose to explain the Trinity, have their basis in 

Neo-Platonist thought, which upholds the idea that the Trinity is unequal.  For Plotinus, 

the Trinity is composed of the One, the Mind, and the Soul, whereby the One flows 

through the Mind, which in turn affects the Soul.  Once more, this union is held together 

by the strength of the most powerful figure, who can enable the other essences and give 

them power. 

Scholars of Paradise Lost have long debated whether Milton‘s work fits the 

specific characteristics of Arianism, or whether Milton‘s poem is too involved and 

detailed to exactly match any one ideology.  Maurice Kelley contends that readers should 

stop attempting to view Paradise Lost as a Trinitarian poem, because there is at least one 

Arian statement within it.  Kelley cites the discussion between God and Adam in Book 8, 

where Adam states ―No need that thou/ Shouldst propagat, already infinite;/ And through 

all numbers absolute, though One‖ (8.419-21).  In Milton‘s earlier writings, including De 

Doctrina Christiana, (which preceded the publication of Paradise Lost and possibly laid 

some of the groundwork for the later text), the poet argued that the creation of the Son 

did not arise from the necessity of His existence, as argued by Trinitarians, but rather 

because the Father chose to create the Son.  Benjamin Myers also focuses on God‘s 

freedom in the poem, citing the same passage from Paradise Lost as does Kelley.  Myers 

writes that ―God does not need to ‗propogate‘ or ‗beget‘ […] He is perfect and complete 

simply as ‗One‘; his perfection is expressed by his numerical simplicity, in contrast to 

humanity‘s imperfection, which is witnessed by its need for numerical multiplication‖ 
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(104).  Adam correctly asserts that the Father does not have a need for creating the Son, 

and this certainly appears to be the case for Milton‘s Father. 

While some critics, such as William B. Hunter, have argued that Milton was not a 

proponent of Arianism, most scholars now agree that he was at least anti-Trinitarian.  

This conclusion would come as a shock to many of Milton‘s contemporaries, who read 

through the poem and marveled at Milton‘s orthodoxy.  One of the greatest revelations in 

early Milton studies occurred when scholars began to analyze De Doctrina Christiana, a 

treatise believed to be written by Milton between 1643 and 1645.  According to Maurice 

Kelley, prior to the publication of the manuscript, ―students had derived their knowledge 

of Milton‘s theology from the poems, from the prose pamphlets of the Commonwealth 

period, and from certain noncommittal passages in Of True Religion, Heresie, Schism and 

Toleration; and on such evidence, they had all but unanimously accepted Milton as a poet 

impeccably sound of faith‖ (3).  De Doctrina Christiana destroyed this orthodox view of 

the poet in favor of a man who ―flatly rejected the Athanasian concept of a tripersonal 

God.‖  Milton‘s English contemporaries reacted sharply, some refusing to buy the once 

popular poem, and others vehemently denying that Milton had ever penned such an 

audacious manuscript.  However, Barbara Lewalski writes that scholarship on De 

Doctrina Christiana proves that the manuscript is Milton‘s own product, and she asserts 

that his ―authorship is manifest from the way he here reprises, often in very similar terms, 

the specific heterodox doctrines, the several extreme positions, and the basic principles—

reason, liberty, charity—that inform his earlier prose works and his epic poetry‖ (The Life 

of John Milton 416). 
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In De Doctrina Christiana, readers can see the basis for Milton‘s reworking of the 

traditional Trinity.  Quoting the work of Arthur Sewell, Kelly writes: ―Had the Holy 

Spirit any share in that ultimate union with Christ, the fellowship of the Invisible Church?  

Milton seems first to have thought not: then to have changed his mind: and, in the end, to 

have decided not‖ (66).  The Holy Spirit, traditionally recognized as the Third Person of 

the Holy Trinity, does not receive the same designation by Milton in Paradise Lost.  

Milton argues in De Doctrina Christiana that ―the orthodox concept of the Third Person 

[…] seems hardly acceptable, because arguments for its divinity on the grounds that the 

name of God, divine attributed, divine works, and divine honors are attributed to the 

Third Person are nowhere sanctioned by Scripture‖ (107).   Milton believed that the Spirit 

was created by the God, most likely after the creation of the Son, and therefore inferior to 

both the Father and the Son.  Some critics have argued that the invocation of the Muse at 

the beginning of Paradise Lost is a speech addressed to the Spirit, but Kelly believes 

Milton would not support such a reading, as De Doctrina Christiana explicitly states that 

an address to the Spirit cannot be made, unless it is primarily made to the Father.  

Readers of Paradise Lost can see that Milton does, in fact, assign less importance to the 

Spirit than he does to the other members of the Trinity.  Whenever the Father and the Son 

are together, they are the only ones mentioned, almost as if the Spirit does not exist.  The 

only mention of a Spirit outside of Book One occurs in Book Seven, when the ―Spirit of 

God outspread/ And vital virtue infused‖ (7.235-6).  In this case, we have a Spirit whose 

function is to carry out the work of the Son, who is already carrying out the work of His 

Father by creating the world.  The Spirit seems to exist only to do the final bidding of the 

higher deities in the Trinity and is never explicitly mentioned in Paradise Lost.  For this 
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reason, the analysis of the Trinity in this thesis focuses exclusively on the Father and the 

Son, for there is little to say about the Spirit. 

 The role and function of the Son receives much more attention in De Doctrina 

Christiana, for here Milton displays the extent to which his own ideas about the Trinity 

influence any attempt on his part to define it.  C.A. Patrides warns scholars to avoid 

viewing Milton as a complete anti-Trinitarian, because he still believed in the existence 

of all Three Persons and did consider each to be made of the divine substance.  Having 

made this statement in defense of Milton, Patrides then admits that ―Milton does, 

however, reject their equality in terms of the divine essence (essentia)‖ (4).  Milton 

contends that the Son is made of the ―substantia of God the Father but does not share the 

esentia (or hypostasis) of the Father‖ (Campbell 107).  Thomas Aquinas defined 

hypostasis as ―the basic reality that holds an object together—that in which properties or 

qualities of any object inhere‖ (Urban 94).  Essentially, Milton believed that while the 

Son shared some qualities with the Father, His essence was different from the Father‘s, 

and consequently the two could not be thought of as the same: ―[the Son] shares the 

divine substance but has his own essence‖ (Campbell 101).  Following this logic, Milton 

argued for the Son‘s subordination, believing His role to be ―secondary‖ (108).  By 

examining Scripture, Milton ardently believed that the Son was not ―he ‗from whom‘ but 

rather he ‗by whom [per quem]‘ all things are made; and to Milton the preposition per 

signified only a delegated power, a secondary efficient cause‖ (Kelley 94). 

 Understandably, following the publication of De Doctrina Christiana, many 

scholars began to question the truth and value of Paradise Lost as a religious poem.  

Some critics, such as Gordon Campbell in his article ―The Son of God in De Doctrina 
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Christiana and Paradise Lost,‖ argue that the beliefs that comprise the treatise do not 

play an important role in the poem, and as such readers should not pay much attention to 

the unorthodox views of the poet in Paradise Lost.  According to Campbell, ―the 

degradation of the Son which results from these strictures [unity of essence, 

omnipresence, and eternity] is absent from Paradise Lost because in the poem the Son is 

not denied the attributes of God the Father‖ (507).   Following this idea, readers of 

Paradise Lost should be able to read the poem as evidence for Trinitarianism, finding 

nothing unequal or heretical in the relationship between the Father and the Son.  God the 

Son should present Himself as an equal member of the Trinity, expressing the same 

power that the Father has and acting in complete union with the Father. 

These assumptions are not supported by Milton‘s poem, and Campbell‘s 

suggestion that we pay less attention to the ―unorthodox views‖ in the poem compromise 

the way Milton intended for his audience to read it.  By examining some of his most 

beautiful passages, readers can also see the most obvious examples of Milton‘s 

unorthodoxy, and his anti-Trinitarianism.  The first instance of this unorthodoxy occurs 

the first time that readers see the Heavenly Host gathered to hear the Father talk.  Milton 

takes his readers to Heaven, where they meet the Father, who looks down upon ―His own 

works and their works at once to view‖ (Milton 3.59).  This passage, the first descriptor 

we have of God, is curious in the decision to separate creation into the work done by 

―Him‖ and the work done by an, as yet, unidentified ―them.‖  The ―them‖ becomes a 

little clearer in the following lines, when Milton introduces a new character: God the Son.  

Milton writes that ―On [the Father‘s] right/ The radiant image of His glory sat,/ His only 

Son‖ (3.62-64).  From Milton‘s writing, it would appear that the Father and the Son are 
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two separate People, who can look at each other and operate independently.  Arguably, 

Milton may just be expanding on the Biblical notion that the Son sits at the right hand of 

the Father, which certainly suggests that there are two Persons.  However, Christian 

doctrine is quite clear in this matter, stating that the three Persons of the Trinity are, in 

fact, the same.  The distinction between the Father and the Son manifests itself once more 

when the Father admonishes Adam in the sight of the angels, before Adam has sinned, 

for the crime man will commit against the Godhead.  The Father claims that ―I made him 

just and right,‖ (3.98) specifying that only one person within the Godhead bears any 

responsibility for the birth of Adam.  Man is clearly the Father‘s creation, and Adam‘s 

fall will be an attack on the Father alone. The Son seems to know very little about the 

plans for Adam, as He questions His Father, asking ―wilt Thou thyself/ Abolish thy 

creation and unmake/ For him what for Thy glory Thou hast made?‖ (3.162-4, emphasis 

added).  Here, not only does the Son profess to lack any true knowledge of the Father‘s 

plans, but He also gives all agency of creation to His Father, admitting that mankind is a 

product of only the Father‘s doing. 

                The lack of precognition is only one of the restrictions that Milton places on the 

Son, and perhaps a relatively light one compared to his deficiency of agency in matters 

such as His death.  The Son voluntarily chooses to become a sacrifice for mankind, an act 

that is greatly admired by the entire assembly of angels.  However, while the Son can 

choose to die, He does not have the power to live.  In the speech where He accepts what 

is to befall Him, He must obtain from His Father some assurances that His life will not 

actually end with the Crucifixion.  The Son asserts: 

Thou hast giv‘n me to possess 

Life in myself for ever. By Thee I live 
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Though now to Death I yield and am his due:  

All that of me can die. Yet that debt paid 

Thou wilt not leave me in the loathsome grave 

His prey nor suffer my unspotted soul 

For ever with corruption there to dwell (3.243-249). 

 
Again, the Son will note that not through any agency of His own, but rather ―by Thee 

raised‖ (3.258) will He have the power to fight death and any other foes.  The Son cannot 

fight without the strength of His Father, and He cannot resurrect Himself after having 

given His life to regain mankind for the Father.  Curiously, the Son must reunite Father 

and man, even though the Son, at this point in the poem, has little to do with man.  It is 

true that the bond between the Son and Adam will become stronger as a result of the 

Son‘s selflessness, but the Son does not have a connection with the human race 

beforehand.  In fact, He constantly refers to Adam and Eve as the Father‘s creation, 

instead of suggesting that He also might have been involved in the creative process.  

Apparently, the Son does not enjoy generative powers, save for those which the Father 

bequeaths to Him. 

                Milton also denies the Son an eternal aspect to His nature, which is the 

condition that effectively prompts the war in Heaven.  In Book Five, when Raphael is 

retelling the story of the battle, he provides Adam with some information that 

demonstrates that the Son has not always existed.  Raphael, repeating the words of the 

Father, states: 

Hear all ye Angels, progeny of light,  

Thrones, Dominations, Princedoms, Virtues, Powers, 

Hear My decree, which unrevoked shall stand! 

This day I have begot whom I declare 

My only Son and on this holy hill 

Him have anointed whom ye now behold 

At My right hand. Your head I Him appoint 
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And by Myself have sworn to Him shall bow 

All knees in Heav'n, and shall confess Him Lord (5.600-608). 
What is curious about this passage is the introduction of the Son as a newly created 

being.  Suddenly, the Father presents to all of the angels, presumably older than the 

fledgling Son, a figure who is to be their master.  It is no wonder that Satan would find 

such a presentation so audacious, considering that a creature newly formed would be 

superior to Him, and for no apparent reason.  However, a bigger issue than Satan‘s 

disgust is the flagrant admission that the Son is a secondary character, a being who is as 

easily created as Adam, and who might not be much older than the man.   

Acting as witnesses to Milton‘s deliberate division of the Godhead are the angels 

who stand around for the sole purpose of glorifying God and carrying out His intentions.  

In Book Three, after the Son of God has offered Himself as a sacrifice for Adam‘s sin, 

the Heavenly Host begins to proclaim the goodness of the Godhead through song.  

However, they deliberately sing two different songs, for their intention appears to be 

praising two separate creatures.  The ―Father, first they sung omnipotent/ Immutable, 

immortal, infinite,/ Eternal King, Thee Author of all being,/ Fountain of light,/ Thyself 

invisible/ Admidst the glorious brightness where Thou sitt‘st/ Throned inaccessible‖ 

(3.372-5).  This might appear inconsequential, if not for the continuation of the song, 

where ―next they sang of all Creation first,/ Begotten Son, divine similitude‖ (3.3.383-4).  

Here, the angels can see a clear division between the two, clear enough to merit two 

songs that recognize the Father as more powerful than the Son, who is identified as a 

creation of the Father.  This is not the only time that the angels draw attention to this 

distinction.  In Book Seven, after the Father has given the Son the ability to create, the 

angels once again burst into song, and ―Glory they sung to the Most High, good will/ To 
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future men and in their dwellings peace‖ (7.182-3).  This power belongs exclusively to 

the Father, and the entire song commends what the Father can do, giving little notice to 

the existence of the Son.  In this case, although the Son now has the power to create the 

world, the angels still deem it necessary and appropriate to attribute power to the Father, 

who is greater than His Son.  This preference continues into Book Ten, when the angels 

sing for a final time in this epic.  Sin and Death have just set foot on the Earth, and rather 

than reveal any fear or apprehension, the Father comforts the angels by reminding them 

that the Son will conquer Sin and Death with His own life, at which point the angels sing 

their praise and thanks to God.  Although the Father has made it explicitly clear that it is 

the Son‘s sacrifice that will save mankind, the angels still regard the Father as the higher 

being, and still elect to sing of Him first.  Readers see that the  

Heav‘nly Audience loud 

Sung hallelujah as the sound of seas 

Through multitude that sung: Just are Thy ways, 

Righteous are Thy decrees on all Thy works! 

Who can extenuate Thee? Next, to the Son,  

Destined restorer of mankind by whom 

New Heav‘n and Earth shall to the ages rise 

Or down from Heav'n descend (10.641-648).  

 

The choice to have the angels proclaim two distinct Persons is deliberate.  As the angels 

are perhaps the oldest of the Father‘s creations (for we do not know exactly when the Son 

was created), they would understand best what constitutes the Father, and what new 

additions to the Godhead would compose the Son.  The angels interact with both 

members of the Trinity frequently and would be aware of the power of each. The 

qualification that the angels be able to distinguish between the Father and the Son is, in 

Milton‘s view, what sparks the war in Heaven, for Satan and his followers were unable to 

honor something as God if that something were, in fact, not part of the Father. 
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 The lines attributed to the Father also do much to suggest that Milton has created 

two Persons within his poem, one who exists to serve the other.  The Father views the 

Son as the ―heir of all [His] might‖ (5.720), implying that the Son is one who will 

eventually come to inherit the Father‘s strength.  An heir traditionally is not born into 

equality with another, but rather comes to acquire his position, usually through work, 

sacrifice, or the passing of time.  The Son‘s path to His inheritance will make use of all 

three approaches, beginning with His unfailing obedience to His Father and culminating 

in the elevated status He acquires by offering Himself as a Savior for mankind.  

Nevertheless, in this early passage, it would appear that the Father is giving His Son a 

glimpse of what His power could someday be, instead of what His power currently is.  

Through the Father‘s power, and seemingly without any help on the part of the Son, the 

Father chooses to subordinate the rest of creation under His Son, so that ―All knees to 

[the Son] shall bow of them that bide/ In Heaven or Earth or under Earth in Hell‖ (3.321-

2).  In this excerpt, readers see quite clearly that the Son is not born with authority, but 

rather is awarded with it when the Son has proven Himself.  Following the Son‘s offer to 

die for mankind, the Father seems willing enough to offer things; for example, in the war 

against the unfaithful angels, the Father tells the Son that ―Two days are therefore passed, 

the third is thine./ For Thee I have ordained it and thus far/ Have suffered that the glory 

may be thine‖ (6.699-701).  The Father allows the Son the opportunity to prove Himself 

to the angels, to demonstrate His God-like powers against Satan, by reserving the victory 

of the battle for the Son.  As the war in Heaven seemingly was prompted by the 

introduction of the Son, the Father‘s gift is a way for the Son to establish Himself as a 

legitimate force within Heaven.  But the preservation of the victory has another 
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implication, one that deals specifically with the way in which the Son gains His strength.  

In this speech, the Father demonstrates that the Son is not truly powerful by Himself, but 

the Father wishes to impart some of His power to the Son at times the Father deems 

appropriate.  The implication in these lines is that the Son would not be able to defeat 

Satan on His own, much like the angels have been unsuccessful; rather, the strength the 

Son needs is completely a function of His Father. 

 The most telling example that Milton gives his readers that the Father and Son are 

separate in person and power occurs in Book Eight, in which Adam and God talk about 

Adam‘s loneliness.  Adam begins complaining to the Father that he does not have a 

companion, that he is constantly surrounded by creatures who are lowlier than he.  As 

Adam says: 

Of fellowship I speak 

Such as I seek, fit to participate  

All rational delight wherein the brute 

Cannot be human consort. They rejoice 

Each with their kind, lion with lioness, 

So fitly them in pairs thou hast combined. 

Much less can bird with beast or fish with fowl  

So well converse, nor with the ox the ape, 

Worse then can Man with beast, and least of all! (8.389-397). 

 

In essence, all Adam desires is for his God to provide him with adequate companionship.  

The man has noticed that all of the lesser creatures are appropriately paired, and he 

appears to be the only one without a suitable partner.  Adam asks God why He would 

create the best of His creation to be alone, to which the Father replies: 

What think'st thou then of Me and this My state? 

Seem I to thee sufficiently possessed 

Of happiness, or not, who am alone 

From all eternity? For none I know 

Second to Me or like, equal much less (8.403-7). 
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In this remark, readers can immediately grasp two important truths about the Father.  

First, the Father appears to be the only Person who has existed for all eternity.  He admits 

that He was once alone, and He is timeless, which confirms the earlier suspicion that the 

Son has not always existed.  Second, the Father tells Adam outright that there is nothing 

in all of creation that can equal Himself.  There can be no suitable partner for the Father, 

for everything else is beneath Him, much the same way that all of the animals are beneath 

Adam.  Milton is essentially telling his readers that the Son is not equal to His Father, 

that the Father is clearly the more powerful of the two, and that the relationship between 

the Father and the rest of His creations mirrors the relationship between Adam and the 

beasts of the world. 

Despite the limitations that Milton imposes on his character, God the Son is not 

completely powerless, nor is there any indication that the Son is unworthy of the respect 

of the angels or of mankind.  The Son maintains power over all other creation, and the 

only thing that appears to have changed drastically is His relationship with His Father.  

Readers cannot ignore the fact that even though the Son initiates creation using His 

Father‘s power, it is still the Son, acting as His Father‘s agent, who enables creation to 

begin.  The Son is a highly respected character within the text, perhaps curiously because 

of His willingness to be a secondary character.  The main difference between Satan and 

the Son is, after all, one‘s willingness to serve and the other‘s refusal to be obedient.  

Satan, wanting nothing to do with the Father after the introduction of the Son, declares 

that it is ―better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven!‖ (1.263).  The Son, taking the 

opposite stance, shows nothing but obedience to His Father, submitting even to death for 

the sake of sinful man.  The Son also shares the closest relationship with the Father that is 
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possible.  The Father is frequently described as inaccessible, sitting in ―unapproachéd 

light‖ (3.4), and even the angels are unable to behold Him properly.  In contrast, 

Laurence Babb notes that the Son is ―the only creature (except possibly the Holy Spirit) 

who can endure the Father‘s full glory‖ (125), and ―[t]hat the Son can see God seems to 

mean that he can know God as he is.‖  The Son in Paradise Lost is perhaps the only 

character who can appreciate the extent of the Father‘s glory (which is frequently 

described as the Father‘s light), and He does do through humility and complete 

submission.   

 In fact, the best example of the Son‘s influence and status can be seen in the way 

that Milton uses light and sun imagery within his poem.  The prevalence of light imagery 

cannot be overlooked, and its importance for the poem cannot be overstated.  Throughout 

Paradise Lost, Milton uses light as a way to characterize the Father, but instead of 

allowing this image to also represent the Son, Milton chooses another symbol: the 

physical sun.  In doing so, Milton demonstrates once more his fascination and his belief 

in the separation between the persons of the Godhead, for he refuses to assign the same 

image to both persons.  The next chapter addresses light and sun imagery within the text 

as a means of showing how Milton once more preserves the distinct identities of his 

characters, and how the relationship between the Father and the Son can be imagined as a 

relationship between the independent light, and the sun that exists to transmit it.  
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Chapter Two 

Power Diffused:  Light and Sun Imagery as Symbols for the Father and the Son 

 
 

Light imagery is far too ubiquitous in Paradise Lost to be ignored or regarded as 

little more than an aesthetic quality that Milton brings to the poem, especially when 

considering that Milton, a blind poet, would have no personal use for light.  It would have 

been simple to include images of light only when necessary, such as during the creation 

of the world, and focus on aspects of the poem besides the visual landscape.  However, 

Milton‘s insistence on this image suggests that light serves a specific purpose in this 

poem, perhaps even a holy function.  Such a reading is upheld by the numerous parallels 

drawn between God the Father and light, where light best describes the Father‘s 

substance and presence.  Curiously, this symbol does not extend to the Son of God, 

whom Milton writes as an entity completely separate from His Father.  Instead of 

assigning the symbol of light to both members of the Godhead, Milton likens the Son to 

the physical sun, giving Him the responsibility of manifesting His Father‘s light.  Milton 

takes the images of light and the sun, traditionally used to symbolize the Godhead in 

biblical texts, and transforms them into symbols that best explain his Anti-Trinitarian 

beliefs, particularly His insistence of the Son‘s subservience and function to serve the 

Father.  The poet also calls upon the emerging scientific discoveries of his day to explain 

how the sun can serve the light, extending this reading to a relationship between the 

Father and the Son. 

 

It is difficult to read through the New Testament and be oblivious to the 

prevalence of light imagery and its purpose for rendering an invisible God present to the 
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faithful apostles.  Light has always served as a symbol for God, and the Bible is full of 

verses that link this symbol to the Godhead.  In his gospel, John writes that ―this then is 

the message which we have heard of him, and declare unto you, that God is light, and in 

him is no darkness at all‖ (1 John 1:4-6).  Indeed, God‘s presence, and a decision to 

follow His teachings, seems to necessitate the obliteration of any darkness that might 

exist. The disciples learned quickly that ―if we walk in the light, as [Christ] is in the light, 

we have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us 

from sin‖ (1 John 1:17).  The holiest were often ―called […] out of darkness into his 

marvelous light‖ (1 Peter 2:9), and Christ promises His followers that ―he that followeth 

me shall not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life‖ (John 8:12).  Following the 

light is as good as following God, for God chooses to reside in illumination and call forth 

others from darkness.  The symbol is especially powerful because it is far reaching and 

all encompassing, giving a sense of God‘s immense power and potential to exist 

simultaneously everywhere.  As God‘s omnipotence and eternalness are impossible to 

fathom, a symbol like light or the sun could aid in explaining that God‘s presence is felt 

everywhere, and those who choose to abide by His laws are spiritually illuminated. 

 In the 16
th

 and 17
th

 centuries, theologians were not the only ones interested in 

light.  While light remained a powerful symbol for church teaching, scientists during 

Milton‘s age were beginning to speculate about the properties of light, and in particular 

of the greatest source of light available: the sun.  Milton and his contemporaries 

witnessed the rise of Nicolas Copernicus‘s heliocentric theory, one of the most 

controversial scientific discoveries to date.  What made his discovery so radical was its 

insistence on a solar system that revolved around the sun instead of the earth.  In order to 
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argue for a heliocentric model, Copernicus had to reject a system that had dominated 

scientific and theological thought for more than one thousand years by presenting the 

mathematical impossibilities implied by a geocentric system.  It had already been 

established by Vitruvius that ―the periods of the planets are longer as their orbs are 

farther from the centre of motion,‖ (Goldstein 220) which explained the orbit time for 

Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, but not for Mercury and Venus. The belief that the Earth was 

the center of the universe, for the first time, began to look scientifically impossible. 

Copernicus accepted Vitruvius‘s explanation, and rejected the geocentric model, leaving 

him the responsibility of finding another model that would work with the distance-period 

relationship.   

 Not everyone was willing to accept the idea that the earth might not be the center 

of the universe.  In fact, years after Copernicus had published his research, and years after 

his death, many remained skeptical and insistent that the geocentric model was superior.  

The suggestion that the sun, and not the earth, was the center of the universe caused a 

considerable uproar from distinguished church leaders and other intellectuals who could 

imagine only the Earth inhabiting the privileged place in the center of the universe.  In 

fact, during the Spanish Inquisition, Copernicus‘s work, particularly his Revolutions, was 

to be banned until it could be corrected, according to the principles of the Church 

(Brotóns 54).  One of the most famous cases of church persecution was directed at 

Galileo in 1633.  Galileo, in the words of Miller, was ―convicted of vehement suspicion 

of heresy and sentenced to ‗formal imprisonment at the pleasure of the Inquisition‘‖ for 

his insistence in defending the heliocentric model (Miller 49).  In 1616, the Congregation 

of the Index declared that the heliocentric model was ―physically false and contrary to 
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Scripture‖ (Finocchiaro 262), and Galileo personally received two warnings against 

following this model.  Galileo, in an attempt to appease the Church, held off further 

publications on the topic until 1632, when he published Dialogue.  Despite his attempt to 

write a neutral, academic account of heliocentrism and geocentrism, the Church retaliated 

with a ban on his book (264), effectively ending Galileo‘s career and credibility.   

 Galileo‘s insistence in the heliocentric model even in the face of the Inquisition 

stemmed from the research he gleaned by using technology to rationalize science.  

Curiously, the invention that prompted Galileo to speak his mind, and be chastised for it, 

was the same tool that aided in the reception of Copernicus‘s theory: the telescope.  

Interest in planetary movement spurred advances in technology that could assist man with 

viewing his world more clearly, and thus the telescope became one of the greatest 

products of the scientific revolution.  The telescope was first introduced in the early 

decades of the 1600s, so by the time Paradise Lost was first published in 1667, the public 

was already familiar with the invention; in the words of Marjorie Nicolson, Milton ―grew 

up in a generation which gradually came to take the telescope for granted‖ (1).  However, 

Milton never seemed to have lost interest in, or wonder of, the invention, and Paradise 

Lost is, as Nicolson writes, ―the first modern cosmic poem, in which a drama is played 

against a background of interstellar space‖ (3).  Nicolson cites the scene in Book Eight 

between Adam and Raphael as evidence of Milton‘s growing interest in the field of 

Copernican astronomy, in which the ―arguments are drawn entirely from current theories 

of astronomy‖ (5).  Enthusiasts of Milton‘s inclusion of astronomical principles in 

Paradise Lost owe much to Milton‘s meeting with Galileo, who introduced the poet to 

the invention during a stay in Italy (Brady, ―Galileo in Action‖ 129).  Milton, in turn, 
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honored Galileo with more than one acknowledgement of the scientist and his works in 

the epic.  This inclusion is a high honor, especially considering that ―Galileo is the only 

seventeenth-century figure mentioned in the poem‖ (Brady 130). 

 It would appear that Copernicus, as well as Milton, owes much to the research and 

work done by Galileo. The year 1610 proved to be monumental for the field of 

astronomy, for it was the year in which Galileo ―found the phases of Venus, proving that 

it revolved around the sun‖ (Gingerich 28).  With the assistance of the telescope, it 

became ―intellectually respectable to believe in heliocentrism as a physical reality,‖ (28) 

and astronomers began their attempt to discover as much as possible with their new 

invention.  Finally, scientists could provide proof for a theory that had angered so many 

and confidently assert that the sun now held the honorable, and enviable, position as the 

center of the universe.  It is against this scientific backdrop, complete with sufficient 

controversy and debate, that Milton wrote a poem so interested in the working and 

complications of the universe. 

Bearing all of this information in mind, it is not difficult to understand why 

Milton, so fascinated by the scientific advancements of his day, would choose to question 

science and include so many scientific references within his epic poem.  The most 

obvious example of this curiosity emerges at start of Book Eight, after Raphael has 

already bequeathed to Adam precious information regarding the war in heaven, the fall of 

Satan, and the creation of the world. Adam admits that he has still one doubt he hopes the 

angel can assuage: he desires to know more about space, the stars, and the planets, 

particularly how everything in the celestial realm relates to one another.  He questions the 

earth ―[a]nd all her numbered stars that seem to roll/ Spaces incomprehensible (for such/ 
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Their distance argues and their swift return/ Diurnal) merely to officiate light/ Round this 

opacous earth,‖ (8.19-23) seeking to learn more about the stars‘ bright nature and the 

purpose for their movement.  In essence, Adam desires to know more about the earth‘s 

position in the sky, relative to that of stars and other planets, and he hopes that Raphael 

will prove to be a willing participant in this discussion.  Raphael, however, informs 

Adam that the ―Great Architect/ Did wisely to conceal and not divulge/ His secrets to be 

scanned by them who ought/ Rather admire,‖ (8.72-75) thereby informing him that the 

secrets of the universe are not to be understood by man.  In this exchange between man 

and angel, Milton envisions knowledge about the vastness of space to be limited to God, 

Who alone knows with complete certainty whether the earth moves around the sun, or 

whether it is the sun that revolves around the earth. 

 Paradise Lost is, however, not only a study in science, but also an examination of 

religion, for at its heart are theological questions and, necessarily, theological symbolism. 

It should not be surprising that a religious poem peppered with scientific inquiry would 

consider a easily recognizable symbol, such as light or the sun, and twist it to meet both 

the religious expectations (that God is light) and the scientific expectations of his day 

(that the sun potentially holds a more revered, significant place in the cosmos).  Certainly 

the heliocentric debate is evidenced in Adam‘s own curiosity, and Milton‘s fascination 

with telescopes and space can be seen in his references to the optic glass (1.287, 5.261) 

and his interest in the position of the heavens relevant to earth.  Paradise Lost is full of 

allusions to a God who must look down to view his creation, and of an Adam who is 

content to star gaze towards the heavens.  However, critical research is lacking an 

explanation of why light and sun imagery are so crucial to the text.  Naturally, one could 
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argue that the sun is important for an author debating Copernicus‘s heliocentric theory, as 

the poet wrestles with the idea of a world that revolves around the sun.  However, Milton 

does not explicitly support the heliocentric theory over the geocentric model, which 

suggests that there must be another reason why Milton would choose to make the sun and 

light crucial images in his work.  Book Three, the first book in which readers meet God, 

begins with Milton‘s address to light (3.1-13); earth relies on the specific timetable 

imposed by the sun in order to witness any growth (4.643-5); and the sun and light 

receive very detailed descriptions of their separate creations.   

 The inclusion of light and sun imagery might not be so important if it were not for 

the fact that Milton envisions an exceptionally strange relationship between the light and 

the sun.  Natural light is, by its very nature, a product of the sun and cannot subsist 

without the existence of the sun.  Similarly, the sun exists to transmit light, and without 

this responsibility, it would not serve a function.  This does not appear to be the case in 

Paradise Lost, wherein light and sun frequently act independently of one another.  Even 

from its genesis, as described by Raphael in Book Seven, light at least has not needed the 

sun in order to perform its normal functions.  Raphael attempts to teach Adam about the 

Creation, and in doing so the angel reveals that there is a decided difference between the 

sun and light.  As Raphael says: 

 ―Let there be light,‖ said God, and forthwith light 

Ethereal, first of things, quintessence pure, 

Sprung from the deep and from her native east  

To journey through the airy gloom began, 

Sphered in a radiant cloud, for yet the sun 

Was not: she in a cloudy tabernacle 

Sojourned the while (7.243-249). 

 

From this passage, readers learn a few important things.  First, light is created before all 
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other things, possibly because it serves an exceptionally necessary purpose.  Of course, in 

the Biblical tradition, light is also first product of Creation, and one could argue that here 

Milton is simply being faithful to Genesis.  However, in the Bible the only attribute given 

to light is that it is ―good,‖ or pleasing to God, whereas here Milton attributes a human 

(or divine) characteristic to the light by describing it as ―pure.‖  Second, Raphael 

mentions that the sun will eventually arrive, and the implication is that when it does, it 

will take the cloud‘s place as a tabernacle.  The choice of the word ―tabernacle‖ is very 

deliberate and calls to mind a holy vessel.  Since tabernacles are reserved to house only 

holy objects, readers can assume that the light in Paradise Lost is more venerable than 

one might assume.  The sun, eventually, gets its own introduction, as well as a hint at its 

future purpose.  Raphael recounts that on the fourth day of creation God calls into 

existence the two lights that will mark the difference between day and night, and the 

purpose of the greater orb shall be ―[t]o give light on the earth‖ (7.345).  While light was 

created seemingly without any sense of obligation to anything else, the sun has a very 

specific task it must accomplish, and without this task it, unlike the light, would be 

useless. 

 Following the separate creation of the light and the sun are numerous accounts of 

the two acting independently, particularly times in which the sun carries out its sole 

function of transmitting light to the earth.  The most notable example of this phenomenon 

occurs in Book Three, where Milton fashions an address to light, which he views as the 

―offspring of Heav‘n, first-born‖ (3.1).  The entirety of the speech is directed solely to 

light, which Milton believes existed ―Before the sun,/ Before the heavens‖ (3.9-10).  The 

superiority of light over the sun in the poem is further evidenced by a number of passages 
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wherein light is exponentially more powerful than the sun.  Frequently, if the sun is 

mentioned, it is discussed in terms of its beams that seem to be unaided by the actual sun.  

For instance, Satan notes that ―If chance the radiant sun with farewell sweet/ Extend his 

evening beam, the fields revive‖ (2.492-3).  In this scene, it is not the sun that is 

performing any real action, but rather the beams of light that it transmits to the earth.  The 

sun‘s beams in Paradise Lost tend to be more powerful than the sun itself and frequently 

provide more for man than does the sun:  plants do not begin to grow on earth until they 

are ―touched/ With Heaven‘s ray and tempered they shoot forth‖ (6.479-80), and one of 

Adam‘s first memories involves waking in Eden ―[i]n balmy sweat which with his beams 

the sun/ Soon dried‖ (8.255-6).  Within the boundaries of Eden, days are not controlled 

by the sun, but rather by the light, for a day starts when ―sacred light [begins] to dawn/ In 

Eden‖ (9.192-3) and ends with the ―sun […] level[ing] his evening rays‖ (4.540, 543).  

The sun here works best as an instrument for light, such as when dawn comes to ―resalute 

the world with sacred light,‖ (11.134) and the implication that the sun lacks its own 

power cannot be disregarded; in fact, Milton notes that it is the ―sun that barren shines/ 

Whose virtue on itself works no effect‖ (8.94-5).    

The choice to allot more power and privilege to the light, while seemingly 

arbitrary, may in fact once again show Milton‘s interest in the scientific principles of his 

day, particularly his knowledge of the growing field of light optics.  The history of optics 

and light refraction is quite old, with philosophers such as Plato debating the origin and 

meaning of light.  The Greeks developed a particle theory that persisted for thousands of 

years, believing that ―particles were sent out by the sun and the eye as well; the 

phenomenon of sight was due to a complicated reaction that involved these particle 
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streams‖ (Cook 10).  The discovery that light bends as it moves from surface to surface 

challenged the standard notions of the particle theory, up until the seventeenth century, 

when scientists like Isaac Newton began to perform experiments designed to understand 

the properties of light.  Newton‘s experiments with prisms encouraged him to consider 

light that came from the sun as constituted by separate light rays that were actually 

colored depending on the degree to which they were refracted (12).  Though other 

scientists, such as Christiaan Huygens, would emerge during the seventeenth century to 

offer alternative explanations for light, Newton‘s theory persisted throughout John 

Milton‘s life.  Later, scientists would consider more heavily Huygens‘s theory of waves 

instead of particles, but the people of the 1600s would have been more familiar with the 

experiments and the beliefs of Isaac Newton. 

 What makes Newton‘s work so unique is his insistence upon proof in order to 

validate his claims.  Before the 1660s, the field of natural philosophy suffered from an 

obvious lack of evidence, as most claims made by these philosophers were purely 

hypothetical (Steffens 10).  Newton took up the charge proposed by the Royal Society to 

include more evidence in the field by using the experimental method of Boyle, combined 

with the mathematical background he had acquired from his teacher, Isaac Barrow (11).  

But more than this, Newton‘s work remained unique because of his refusal to separate 

God from the physical world.  In his view, ―a mechanical world of matter with innate 

properties and eternal motion‖ (13) could not exist, because God did have a real presence 

in the world.  According to the philosopher, ―man could obtain true knowledge, revealed 

to man by God through nature‖ (16), indicating that man could only know more about the 

world if God chose to reveal these secrets.  The reason scientists would never be able to 
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understand the causes rested in his belief that the causes were not based in science, but 

rather in theology: only God could reveal these truths.   

 From this information, readers can appreciate why Newton‘s philosophies could 

be of interest to a writer like John Milton.  Milton‘s poem is a testament to his belief that 

God, and God alone, can reveal the mysteries of the universe, as evidenced by Raphael‘s 

refusal to entertain Adam‘s questions about the origins of the cosmos.  More important 

than their similar interest in theology, however, is the work that Newton did with light, 

given how crucial light is in Milton‘s work.  The most popular piece written by Newton 

on light, and one of the best attempts ever to explain light refraction, is Newton‘s 

Opticks.  The basis for this work is a belief in the ―attraction of light and matter and the 

corpuscular nature of light‖ (35).  In the sixteenth century, the predominant assumption 

regarding light was that it was physical and comprised of tangible parts.  For this reason, 

light could be studied, manipulated, and observed in a scientific setting.  Opticks is an 

extensive look at light, considering rays, the color of light, its refractibility, and other 

topics.  Of particular importance to this project is Newton‘s experiments with sunlight.  

In Optiks, Newton writes: 

―In a very dark Chamber, at a round Hole, about one third Pat of an Inch broad, 

made in the Shut of a Window, I placed a Glass Prism, whereby the Beam of the 

Sun‘s Light, which came in at that Hole, might be refracted upwards toward the 

opposite Wall of the Chamber, and there form a colour‘d Image of the Sun‖ (26). 

 

Newton‘s experiments with prisms are useful, as they were the first to consider visible 

and invisible light.  By manipulating the prism, Newton saw for the first time that he 

could seemingly create light where light had not previously existed.  He also noted that 

the light was not adversely changed by the addition of the prism, for he commented that 

the ―refractions of the Light at the two Sides of the refracting Angle, that is, at the 
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Entrance of the Rays into the Prism, and at their going out of it, were equal to one 

another‖ (28).  In essence, Newton deduced that ―ordinary light coming from the sun is 

made up of a number of ‗pure‘ light rays, each one causing a definite colour sensation as 

it reaches the eye‖ (Cook 12).  Newton replicated his experiments numerous times, 

concluding that the colors we view when we see light are actually a principle of light that 

had up to that point been invisible to us, ―for it has been proved that the changes of 

Colours made by Refractions do not arise from any new Modifications of the Rays 

impress‘d by those Refractions, and by the various Terminations of Light and Shadow‖ 

(Newton 158).  

 Newton‘s theories on optics proved that light could be divided and made visible 

when passed through a prism, essentially showing a separation that had not existed 

before.  In quite obviously separating light from the sun in Paradise Lost, Milton is 

expanding on Newton‘s work, demonstrating that light can exist without the sun, and 

light merely uses the star in order to make itself visible.  Hence, the sun serves the 

specific function in Paradise Lost of transmitting the freer, more independent light, and 

the sun stands as a physical reminder of light‘s existence. 

 The sun would cease to be a meaningful symbol in Paradise Lost if it had value 

only as a product of the creative process, and functioned solely as a house for light. 

Something else, then, must account for the attention that Milton pays it throughout the 

entire poem.  The critical history on the meaning of light in this poem tends to show two 

major divisions about what the light and the sun represent. Some, like William. B. 

Hunter, believe that ―Milton had in mind the identification of this Holy Light [at the 

beginning of Book Three] with the Son of God,‖ (―The Provenance of the Christian 
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Doctrine‖ 589) drawing evidence from Justin Martyr‘s belief that ―[t]he Son has power 

‗indivisible and inseparable from the Father, just as they say that the light of earth is 

indivisible and inseparable from the sun in the heavens.‘‖ For Hunter, ―[i]t seems clear 

that Milton must also mean that the light or the stream represents the Logos and the sun 

or fountain represents the Father‖ (590).  Other critics are less convinced.  Estelle Haan 

focuses on the research of Marco Girolamo Vida, who argues that ―Milton, like Plato, 

sees Light as both the symbolic manifestation of God and its divine emanation‖ (117); 

―Vida equates God with Lux (Light), which is at times physical, at times spiritual.‖  

Kathleen Swaim, perhaps representing the middle ground of this debate, writes that ―light 

characterizes the uncharacterizable God and his filial image,‖ (465) while maintaining 

that ―the role of the Son is fundamentally designed to enact accommodation to make the 

inaccessible paternal Deity accessible to the limited comprehension of humanity‖ (465).  

Russell Hillier, taking Swaim‘s argument one step further, asserts that ―the metaphysical 

conceit that plays upon the homonymy of the words ‗sun‘ and ‗Son‘ in reference to the 

Son of God is common in Renaissance scholarship,‖ and ―throughout Paradise Lost, the 

Son‘s substance is always described in visions of light on occasions when divine virtue is 

being transferred from the Father to the Son.‖    

 What all of the critics agree on is that there is a relationship between the Father, 

the Son, and light imagery that includes the sun, and that light imagery is crucial in 

understanding the text.  However, their arguments demonstrate that there is not a 

consensus on two points: which character is better represented by which symbol, and how 

the relationship between the Father and the Son mirrors the relationship between light 

and the sun.  Although Hunter makes a compelling point that is popular in Milton 
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scholarship when he argues that Milton sees the Holy Light as describing the Son, 

Paradise Lost favors a reading that equates the Son of God with the physical sun, 

identical in function and dependence on a light source.  Within the text, the evidence for 

the Son as the sun (and not the light) is overwhelming, especially when taking into 

consideration how free the light and God are in comparison with the sun and the Second 

Person of the Trinity.  While the Father does not require light, as He could ―[see] without 

their light‖ (5.714) the insurrection Satan and his leaders were planning, God uses light to 

imbue His creations with His essence or to bring His property to Him: Earth is broken 

into the ―precincts of light‖ (3.88) and Hell, a place ―void of light‖ (1.181), is also void of 

God.  Light does not need the sun in order to function in this poem since it is present even 

in the absence of the sun.  The conscience is probably the most striking example of this 

independence.  God the Father promises to send His ―umpire conscience‖ (3.195) to 

mankind to aid all of humanity in making the choices that God would prefer, but does not 

force, from His subjects.  This conscience is said to be ―[l]ight after light‖ (3.196) or an 

inner illumination that seeks to imitate God, the ultimate Illuminator.  Neither the sun nor 

the Son enjoys this independence, since both have a responsibility to serve their superiors 

by acting as a visual representation of their source.   

Another piece of proof that the text provides comes from a pairing of unlikely 

monologues: one spoken by the poet, the other by Satan.  Milton stresses the possibility 

of a division that favors light‘s superiority during the speech he addresses to light, where 

he comments that ―God is light/ And never but in unapproachéd light/ Dwelt from 

eternity, dwelt then in thee,/ Bright effluence of bright essence increate‖ (3.3-6).  Satan is 

also afforded a monologue by the poet, which occurs in Book Four.  Satan speaks to the 
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sun, ―that with surpassing glory crowned/ Look‘st from thy sole dominion like the god/ 

Of this new world, at whose sight all the stars/ Hide their diminished heads‖ (4.32-35).  

The idea of stars hiding their heads before a brighter, higher power alludes to the respect 

that the Son of God is to demand from the angels.  After the Son has agreed to die on 

behalf of mankind, the Father orders that ―All knees to [Him] shall bow of them that 

bide/ In Heaven or Earth or under Earth in Hell‖ (3.321-2).   In making the sun an object 

that deserves respect and honor, Milton is drawing a parallel between it and the Son of 

God, the only other figure that all lesser creations must necessarily venerate.  Satan 

recognizes a connection between the sun and the Son of God, for he asserts to the sun that 

he ―hate[s] thy beams/ That bring to [his] remembrance from what state/ [he] fell‖ (4.37-

39).  As the Son of God, and not God the Father, was ultimately the one who vanquished 

Satan, it would be logical for Satan to lash out against anything that reminded him of his 

defeat.  However, Satan also acknowledges the separation of the sun and its light with his 

comment about hating the beams of the sun.  While he may detest any object that calls to 

mind his unsuccessful attempt to gain the Father‘s seat, he ultimately knows where the 

power actually lies: with the light. 

 Satan‘s anger is one indication that Milton views the Father as light in the poem, 

but the relationship between the Father and the Son, particularly during the heavenly 

councils, gives a better indication that light imagery serves a higher purpose in Paradise 

Lost.  In the sixth book, when the Father gives the Son the power and the privilege to 

defeat Satan after three days of war, Milton uses language that suggests that the Son 

exists to transmit the Father‘s power, to make the Father visible.  For instance, the Father 

summons his ―Son beloved,/ Son in whose face invisible is beheld/ Visibly what by deity 
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[the Father is]‖ (6.680-2).  Essentially, the Son understands that His function is to make 

visible the glory of His Father, who is too glorious to be seen.  In the third book, the 

angels hail the Father ―invisible‖ (3.375), whom ―no creature can behold‖ (3.387).  The 

only way for the angels, or for anyone, to see the Father is if the sun acts as a mediator.  

The Son is only bright and glorious when He receives the Father‘s power, as He does 

before the battle with Satan.  The Son is described as being ―[g]irt with omnipotence, 

with radiance crowned/ Of majesty divine, sapience and love/ Immense, and all his 

Father in him shone‖ (7.194-196).  The choice of the word ―shone‖ indicates that when 

the Son makes known His Father‘s presence and might, what He is showing is actually 

the Father‘s brilliance, for the Father‘s essence is best described by light.  In the words of 

Kathleen Swaim, whose analysis of the relationship between the Father and the Son 

confirms this finding, ―the accessible Son gives form to the inaccessible Father; Christ 

makes the invisible visible; the Word makes the inexpressable articulate‖ (466).  We are 

reminded of Newton‘s experiments with light, and the idea that the Son acts as a prism 

for His invisible Father is reinforced and strengthened. 

 If the creatures that assist the Father are endowed by His light, as the case of the 

Son proves, then it would follow that those who have denied the Father are more likely to 

live in the dark, giving further validity to the belief that the Father is light in this poem.  

This assumption is upheld by the poem, particularly with regard to Satan and the 

brilliance he loses in the fall. Perhaps the reason that Satan more so than any other 

character despises the ever-present darkness that constitutes Hell is because he is the 

character most notably changed as a result of the decision to rebel.  Abdiel admonishes 

Satan for his decision to denounce God, since Satan was already in a position ―so high 
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above [his] peers‖ (5.812) and held a spot very close to the Father.  In Paradise Lost, the 

faithful angels, the angels who are most obedient to the wishes of the Father, appear to be 

most brilliant because of their almost direct contact with the source of light.  Uriel, ―of 

those sev‘n spirits that stand/ In sight of God‘s high throne‖ (3.654-5) is described as 

being ―gloriously bright‖ (3.655) by Satan.  His very name, ―light of God,‖ suggests a 

close relationship with the Father that has the effect of transforming his appearance.  The 

idea of linking names with light continues with a general description of the faithful 

angels, who are described as the ―sons of light‖ (11.80), and the Son, whom Michael calls 

―the only son of light/ In a dark age‖ (11.808-9).  Satan, whose pre-fall name meant 

―light bearer,‖ would also have enjoyed the same brilliance when he was still an angel.  

However, within Hell, Satan sees only a shadow of his former glory.  It is he who looks 

upon the fallen angels and can recognize how their brilliance has suffered, perhaps before 

the rest of the angels can even appreciate what they have lost.  In his first address to the 

fallen angels, Satan notices that the rebels are less radiant than formerly, particularly 

Beelzebub, his second in command.  Satan is confused and almost cannot recognize 

Beelzebub, whom he can only view as one who has ―changed/ From him who in the 

happy realms of light/ Clothed with transcendent brightness didst outshine myriads, 

though bright!‖(1.86-89).  It is curious and significant that the first difference Satan notes 

in others is their lack of light, which suggests that this is a defining feature of angels, and 

more specifically of those in favor with the Father.  In fact, Gábor Ittzés notes that the 

banishment to darkness extends itself to the point that following his escape from Eden 

after his first, unsuccessful attempt to prompt Eve‘s sin, ―Satan‘s journey takes roughly 

seven days (twenty-four-hour periods) during which he so arranges his travels as to avoid 
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daylight‖ (12-3). 

 It seems that following a fall, the disobedient creatures are not even allowed to 

live in light and must be banished to darkness.  This analysis supports the biblical 

accounts offered at the beginning of this chapter, where only the faithful were privileged 

to ―be partakers of the inheritance of the saints in light‖ (Colossians 1:12).  Hell is 

certainly a place that lacks God, but Milton goes to lengths to describe it as also a place 

devoid of all light, despite the attempts made by the demons.  Satan and his army find 

themselves cast down into hell, ―[a] dungeon horrible on all sides round […where] No 

light but rather darkness [is] visible‖ (Milton 1.60-63).  The inhabitants of hell are 

experiencing a marked difference from their existence in Heaven, where they enjoyed 

continuous light: Raphael explains to Adam that though darkness does exist in Heaven, it 

is never any darker than twilight (6.10-12).  Satan in particular seems to find issue with 

his new situation, as he describes Hell as a ―dreary plain forlorn and wild,/ The seat of 

desolation, void of light‖ (1.180-1) and laments ―the seat/ That we must change for 

Heav‘n, this mournful gloom/ For that celestial light‖ (1.243-5).  Satan at least can 

recognize that rejecting the Father also means losing the luminosity that has always 

followed His works, and since the Father‘s favor no longer falls on Satan and his crew, 

Hell will lack illumination.  Satan is not the only one who disobeys God and must 

consequently lose favor with light.  Prior to their fall, Adam and Eve are able to walk 

freely with God or with any angel, as seen in the case of Raphael‘s visit to earth.  

However, after they have sinned, Adam laments: 

How shall I behold the face  

Henceforth of God or angel, erst with joy 

And rapture so oft beheld? Those Heav'nly shapes 

Will dazzle now this earthly with their blaze 
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Insufferably bright (9.1080-1084). 

 

It appears that in their fallen states, both humans and angels are incapable of experiencing 

God directly, in large part because He is too brilliant for their eyes and, consequently, 

becomes invisible.  Those who fear they have lost God have actually only lost the ability 

to perceive Him, for fallen eyes are incapable of directly beholding His magnificence.  

Now, man will require not only a Redeemer to atone for his sin, but also a facilitator 

through which the invisible God can become more present, and more real, to him. 

 As a result of the chasm that man forges between himself and God, it becomes 

necessary for an intercessor to step in and alleviate the situation.  It is this problem that 

necessitates Milton‘s use of optics in his poem, for light refraction can explain how the 

Father becomes a visible force to man.  In Book Three, after the Father has decided that 

man can only be saved if another, purer creature will intercede for him, the Son offers 

Himself to man not only as a Savior, but also as a prism.  This purer creature must share 

the characteristics of both God and man in order for the exchange to be exact.  This 

condition calls to mind once more Newton‘s findings on light, where light is a physical 

property made up of parts that can be examined.  The only creature strong enough to save 

mankind from his sins would be God, but the Father is a purely spiritual creature who 

cannot be harmed physically.  This condition also limits His Son, who, at least in 

Paradise Lost, is completely spiritual.  However, light became visible and physical when 

it was transmitted through a prism, giving it a substance that had not existed before.  The 

same will hold true for the Son, who will give a substance to His Father‘s relative 

invisibility.  The Son does not exist only to save mankind, but also to serve as an 

intermediary between the Father and Adam, a role necessitated by the Father‘s 
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relationship to light.  It is only as a sun, something more corporeal, that the Son of God 

can be effective and present to mankind. 

 In a physical body, the sacrifice can be made, but the question remains: what 

benefit does the Son hope to gain from offering Himself so completely to the Father?  

The Son is certainly selfless enough to offer Himself without seeking a reward, but the 

Father still chooses to honor Him by forcing the rest of creation to acknowledge the Son 

as their superior.  Since this respect is present only after the Son has made a choice, both 

to die and to mediate between the Father and Adam as a prism for His Father‘s light, the 

Father must be celebrating the Son‘s free will and desire to humble Himself.  

Additionally, the Father may dominate the Son in the hopes of training Him to be a useful 

character, a character that so represents Him (especially His radiance) that all those who 

look upon the Son may instantly know who the Father is.  In the next chapter, the idea of 

deliberate subordination to gain privilege is examined using a modern perspective: the 

docile body. 
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Chapter Three 

Power Disciplined: The Formation of God the Son as a Docile Body 

 
Milton‘s Son is not the only character who changes as a result of his reworking of 

the classical Trinity.  As demonstrated in Chapter Two, the Son is willing to serve the 

Father and commit to whatever plans the Father has for Him.  Without the Father, the 

Son‘s own power is undefined, and so He is necessarily bound to the Father in a way that 

the traditional Son of God is not.  Similarly, Milton‘s Father must become a different 

kind of God, a God that controls the Son who serves Him and molds the Son into a useful 

being who will make visible His invisibility.  Critics of Paradise Lost have long been 

disturbed by Milton‘s Father, who appears to be tyrannical and oftentimes unforgiving of 

His creations.  However, from the perspective of Michel Foucault, the Father is 

demanding only to ensure that His subordinates become stronger and better able to serve 

Him, if they so choose.  Foucault‘s philosophy on discipline helps to explain why 

personal choice and humility are so crucial in Milton‘s work, marking the divide between 

Satan and the Son of God.  The Father requires a willing sacrifice to save mankind from 

its sins, and the Son makes this decision, voluntarily becoming a docile body for His 

Father.  As a result, the Son gains privileges not afforded to any other character, and He 

becomes a powerful figure through His willingness to submit. 

 

The character of God the Father in Paradise Lost has always proved problematic 

for Milton scholars.  First, the light that so defines God the Father, as discussed in the 

previous chapter, actually perpetuates a division between the Father and the Heavenly 

Host that serves Him.  According to Stephanie Chidester, ―Milton and the angels are 
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incapable of looking directly at [Milton‘s God] because of his intense brightness and 

therefore are incapable of describing him‖ (39).  She suggests within her article that ―to 

conjure up a mental picture of God from [Book 3, lines 3-5] is rather difficult, and, 

according to the lines themselves, to do so is impossible because he is unapproachable‖ 

(41).  Chidester has identified the Father‘s lack of physicality, taken in traditional 

Christianity to be a given aspect of His nature, and transformed it into a reason to view 

the Father as a distant, aloof character.  William Empson, in his influential book 

comparing De Doctrina Christiana and Paradise Lost, identifies a second problem with 

Milton‘s Father.  Empson notes that the Father, while possessing the power to end the 

dissent in Heaven immediately, chooses to occlude this strength until Satan has fallen, at 

which point He finally demonstrates the full extent of His power.  Empson suggests that 

the reason for this delay is Milton‘s desire for us to ―imagine the temptation which made 

Satan fall, to realize how Satan might reasonably come to believe that God is a usurper‖ 

(95).  The notion that the Father might withhold His power for the sole purpose of 

provoking Satan is malicious, as one could accuse the Father of indirectly beginning the 

war in Heaven.  Others, like Stanley Fish, have focused on yet another problem with 

Milton‘s God, and have written that Milton‘s Satan is the most understandable, most 

likable character in the entire work, for he is the one with whom Milton practically forces 

us to empathize, while we know very little about the Father.  Indeed, the majority of the 

text focuses on Satan‘s mission and his relationship with man, with God the Father 

appearing in only two of the chapters.  Even when Adam and Eve are attempting to learn 

more about the Father, the war in Heaven, and the creation of the world, they receive the 

account second-hand, from Raphael, instead of from the direct source.  With the notable 
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exception of the Son, none of the characters in the novel interact with the Father on a 

personal level, making the Father the most inaccessible character of the story.   

The Father‘s relative unavailability, however, is not the most disconcerting aspect 

of his nature.  Michael Bryson writes that a ―particularly thorny dilemma is why angelic 

and human characters alike express anxiety regarding the Father‘s capacity for good and 

evil,‖ citing the example where ―Raphael, the messenger angel whose discourse takes up 

most of Books 5-8 expresses misgivings about the Father‘s capacity for evil when he 

casually mentions the possibility of the Father mixing evil with good during the creation 

of the world‖ (87).  According to Raphael, the angels were entrusted with the mission of 

guarding the gates of Hell during Creation, ―Lest He incensed at such eruption bold/ 

Destruction with Creation might have mixed‖ (Milton 8.235-6).  This comment suggests 

the Father might be capable of displaying some very human emotions, such as wrath, and 

that the Father is able to doing something accidentally. According to Bryson, there is a 

long critical history of authors who believe Milton preferred the representation of God as 

a character that is ―less than spotlessly good and immediately sympathetic‖ (88), a 

character that can easily imagine destroying the race of mankind after one transgression.  

To explain this, Bryson cites the example of Abraham, a biblical figure frequently 

appealing to God‘s wrath and imploring the Father to forget His anger.  This classical 

example might help to understand how Milton could envision such a vengeful God, for 

―[b]y placing his character of the Father in an unmistakingly Yahwistic role in Book 3, 

Milton is quite openly presenting the Father both as capable of good and evil, and as 

passible, capable of being moved‖ (91).  Joel Slotkin agrees with the assessment made by 

Bryson, writing that ―Milton insists on God‘s goodness, but he does so by explicitly 
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entertaining and rejecting hypotheses that produce an unjust God.  He admits the 

theoretical possibility of an evil God and therefore implies a standard of values that 

transcends God‘s will‖ (102).  Slotkin continues his analysis by comparing Paradise Lost 

to De Doctrina Christiana, suggesting that God has a responsibility for some of the evil 

in Paradise Lost, as many times the most evil things within the poem are also the most 

beautiful (as in the case of Eve and the fruit of the tree). 

By presenting the Father as less than a perfect character, Milton is placing himself 

in a situation where he must necessarily ―justify the ways of God to man‖ (1.26), since 

his Christian audience would have had difficulties accepting his vision.  Jillisa Brittan 

and Richard A. Posner remark that Milton created for himself the arduous task of 

 reconciling all of God‘s qualities—―omnipotent, omniscient, and absolutely good‖ 

(1051)—because there was no way to justify God‘s outrageous punishments and still 

think of Him as a good, fair leader.  The Father‘s punishments are particularly cruel when 

considering the Father already knew that Satan would rebel against Him, and that Satan 

would be successful in tempting Eve, going so far as to make it simple for Satan to 

escape from Hell in order to find her.  As a way to make sense of the discrepancies, 

Brittan and Posner argue that Milton‘s God is a combination of the Old Testament God of 

justice and the New Testament God of mercy and love.  Indeed, Milton‘s Father seems 

more like the God of the Old Testament when He decides to annihilate the entire human 

species upon disclosing the impending corruption Adam and Even plan to bring upon the 

world.  He plans to attack physically, to make reparations for the pain they have caused 

Him.  This Father, though kind to His Son and the faithful angels, does not evoke the 

sympathies of the readers, who witness Him on the verge of destroying humanity after 
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one transgression in order to uphold the ―justice‖ He believes will die without His 

punishment. 

Frequently, as in the cases of both the devils and the humans, the Father must 

assume the role of a punisher in order to ensure that the changes He wants are, in fact, 

made.  Ethan H. MacAdam, in his essay ―Milton and the Problem of Tyranny,‖ considers 

Paradise Lost in light of Milton‘s view on leadership, as outlined in his first Defense.  

MacAdam quotes Milton as having written that ―nature appoints that wise men should 

govern fools, not that wicked men should rule over good men, fools over wise men‖ 

(225).  MacAdam applies this philosophy to a reading of Paradise Lost, where tyranny 

and order are absolutely necessary in order to ensure that sinful man is restrained and 

cared for by a stronger figure.  The need for the dominant figure to appropriately 

discipline or punish his subordinates, in order to maintain hegemony, incites the 

predicament that Milton and his Father face with Satan and Adam.  The decision to 

demand retribution from them, though He already knew what sins they would commit, is 

not so much a statement of the Father‘s cruelty, but rather one of His responsibilities as a 

supreme monarch. 

How God could punish His own creations poses a philosophical question that can 

be examined from Michel Foucault‘s perspective in Discipline and Punish.  Parts One 

and Two of his critique, labeled ―Torture‖ and ―Punishment,‖ are developed and written 

with the punisher in mind, gazing upon the body of the punished who has, in some way, 

offended both the state and the king.  His book opens with the graphic example of 

Damiens, a French regicide, who met a horrific death in which his body became a 

symbolic canvas upon which the king demonstrated his right to exercise revenge.  In the 
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case of Damiens, the skin was torn from his body, his right hand (the hand that had held 

the knife to be used against the king) was burned with sulphur, and ―on those places 

where the flesh [was] torn away, poured molten lead, boiling oil, burning resin, wax and 

sulphur melted together,‖ all before he was finally quartered (Foucault 3).   The severity 

of this punishment was considered appropriate, given the nature of the crime Damiens 

attempted to commit. What greatly interests Foucault in this story is not only the level of 

brutality excised on this victim, but also the space in which the individual was punished.  

In the early days of punishment, the offender was always displayed in a public space, so 

that spectators could view him as ―a source of instruction‖ (112).  The goal of public 

displays was, of course, to reduce the likelihood that a similar crime would be committed, 

either by the offender or by anyone else contemplating an offence.  Consequently, in the 

use of a public spectacle, ―there must always be a portion that belongs to the prince, and, 

even when it is combined with the redress laid down, it constitutes the most important 

element in the penal liquidation of the crime‖ (48).  This public spectacle allows the king 

to take back some, if not all, of the authority that was questioned or lost by the offender, 

who suggested that the king‘s power might not be absolute.   

The Father‘s punishing of both Satan and man resembles this early form of 

monarchical power.  It should come as no surprise that the Father would choose to exert 

such a force, as many critics have commented on the rigid, hierarchal system that exists 

in Milton‘s heaven.   Indeed, from the beginning of his account, Milton writes that 

Satan‘s great fault was ―aspiring/ To set himself in glory ‗bove his peers‖ (Milton 1.38-

40).  Satan challenged the hierarchal system that was so important in Heaven, simply 

because he also saw a breach in this order.  Prior to the arrival of the Son, Satan and the 
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fallen angels were content to serve the Father, possibly because Satan already held such 

an esteemed position in the Heavenly Host.  Insurrection against the Father was only 

announced when the Father presented the Son, a newly formed being, as a superior 

creation to all of the angels who had already devoted their lives to serving the Father.  

Tired of their ―feigned submission‖ (4.96) that apparently did not garner more benefits 

for the angels, Satan and his army attacked the King in the hope of proving that all order 

had been lost in Heaven.  Given Heaven‘s rigid system, the Father chooses to make an 

example of Satan, to inspire fear in any other angel that might hope to ―defy the 

omnipotent to arms‖ (1.49). 

An interesting point that Foucault makes is in regard to how the punishment 

should touch the offender, such as Satan, who had challenged the supreme authority.  

Although punishment began as an intensely physical act, with the intention of harming 

the body, it gradually changed in an effort to punish more than the body.  According to 

Foucault, ―[o]ne no longer touched the body, or at least as little as possible, and then only 

to reach something other than the body itself‖ (Foucault 11).  Typically, the goal of 

punishment, ―since it is no longer the body, […] must be the soul‖ (16).  This observation 

is incredibly relevant in a poem that monitors and recounts the fall from grace of both the 

demons and the humans.  Foucault also notes that the ―more monstrous a criminal was, 

the more he must be deprived of light: he must not see, or be seen‖ (14).  Within 

Paradise Lost, readers can appreciate that Milton has already considered the absence of 

light to be a suitable punishment for dissent.  Satan and the fallen angels, as mentioned in 

Chapter Two, are banished to Hell and forced to live without the light of God, which is 

disconcerting for Satan, who appreciates how much the angels have fallen since they 
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lived in the ―happy realms of light‖ (1.84). The goal of separating the two angels appears 

to be twofold: remove the dissenters from their glorious position, and demonstrate to any 

other audience what could befall one who chose to not honor the Father and his laws.
1 

Foucault spends a great deal of time writing on the effectiveness of punishment, 

but his argument in the latter half of his critique shifts from the purpose of punishment to 

the benefits of discipline.  Unfortunately, punishment works because a crime has already 

been committed, and the best a sovereign can hope to glean from a severe punishment is 

the fear that would prevent future crime.  This is the case in Paradise Lost, where Satan 

and his followers could not be punished before committing the crime, but will serve as 

examples to the rest of the angels of what could befall an individual who lashes out 

against God.  However, if the sovereign could act before the crime, to remind his 

subordinates of his power and the consequences of disobedience, he could hope to 

prevent any issue before it was committed.  As the body has already been chosen as the 

site of the king‘s force, especially his ability to manipulate the body and use it for his 

own purposes, it is logical that any attempt to preemptively control the masses would also 

start on the public body.  Foucault highlights the solider as the ideal embodiment of the 

state for a few reasons:  

―To begin with, the solider was someone who could be recognized from afar; he 

bore certain signs: the natural signs of his strength and courage, the marks, too, of 

his pride; his body was the blazon of his strength and valour; and although it is 

true that he had to learn the profession of arms little by little –generally in actual 

                                                 
1
 It must be noted that while the Father designed man to serve Him, Milton does not give any indication in 

the text that man must do this.  Milton maintains free will within Paradise Lost, as seen in Book 3, where 

the Father questions the angels: ―Not free, what proof could they have giv‘n sincere/ of true allegiance, 

constant faith or love/ Where only what they needs must do appeared/ Not what they would?‖ (3.103-6).  

Anthony Low upholds this idea in his essay, ―‗Umpire Conscience‘: Freedom, Obedience, and the 

Cartesian Flight from Calvin in Paradise Lost,‖ when he writes that ―there are no signs in [Milton‘s] 

writings that he ever subscribed to the Calvinist doctrine of total depravity‖ (349). 
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fighting—movements like marching and attitudes like the bearing of the head 

belonged for the most part to a bodily rhetoric of honor‖ (135). 

The solider, controllable and controlled, was perhaps the best representation of a 

monarchial power that preferred to be seen in its subjects rather than make itself visible.  

The solider was a man, but he was a man ―that can be made‖ (135) and shaped according 

to the needs of a higher power. 

                The most important attribute of the soldier was that he was docile or pliable.  

According to Foucault, ―[a] body is docile that may be subjected, used, transformed and 

improved,‖ (136) always by a superior and more powerful force than itself.  The goal was 

to take this body and discipline it, or to turn it into ―a relation of strict subjection‖ (138) 

that could be used by the state.  What was so interesting and novel about this form of 

discipline was its emphasis on minuteness, since each part of the body would eventually 

have to be disciplined in order to comply with and perform the demands of the state.  

Consequently, the control exercised over a docile body was infinite and exact, and every 

action the solider performed would reflect back on the state and the state‘s control over 

him.  The benefit for the king was clear: strict discipline ―would enable him to see the 

smallest event that occurred in the state he governed‖ (141).  The sovereign could make 

every docile solider his eyes, his arms, his presence wherever he went, and those who 

stopped to gaze upon the solider would instantly be reminded of the control that the king 

also had over all his subjects.  In other words, the king makes manifestly present his own 

power through the soldier‘s body in very much the same way that Milton‘s God makes 

His presence visible through the Son.  Similarly, the sun is the vehicle that brings ethereal 

light to the eyes of mortal men.  Given that the Father enjoys using the sun for this 

purpose, it should come as no surprise that He would also consider using a solider to do 
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the same work.  Additionally, the emphasis placed on minuteness in this process should 

remind readers of the Father‘s creative powers, where the Father forms each object out of 

nothing and designs each aspect of that object individually.   

                Clearly, there is a benefit in this process for the state, but what benefit could the 

solider hope to derive from this system?  For all intents and purposes, the solider was no 

longer his own person, but rather a puppet controlled and molded by the state he was 

forced to serve.  However, despite the subordinate and possibly undesirable position in 

which the solider is placed, readers can endeavor to locate the soldier‘s individual 

strength in such a hierarchal system.  Perhaps paradoxically, the soldier‘s unique power 

comes from the development and preservation of a hierarchy that he must build and 

defend.  Foucault writes that the identification of power starts slowly, with the 

establishment of rank in the classroom.  ―In the eighteenth century,‖ Foucault writes, 

―‗rank‘ begins to define the great form of distribution of individuals in the educational 

order: rows or ranks of pupils in the class, corridors, courtyards; rank attributed to each 

pupil at the end of each task and each examination; the rank he obtains from week to 

week‖ (147).  Although the pupil only has power insofar as he meets the requirements of 

the state, his talent for docility and obedience will allow him to prove his worth in the 

eyes of his peers, and eventually progress in rank.  While the immediate goal of such 

structured learning systems was certainly the organization of the pupils, the added benefit 

was the pride in individual work that would come to characterize the solider in all other 

endeavors.     

             The subject in Foucault‘s imagining of a strict, hierarchal system is not 

completely powerless, as his forced obedience and compliance might suggest.   
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Remarkably, the subject‘s power arises from his ability to follow the same system that 

seeks to form him into an object that has use for the state and for the king.  In order for a 

docile body to regain some of the power he has relinquished to higher authorities, the 

subject must be willing to play along with the restrictions, the commands, and the 

demands of the state.  Initially, the subject will be weaker, as he must learn to control 

himself and act only when it is in the best interest of someone else.  Foucault called this 

the ―capillary functioning of power,‖ where the power of the sovereign becomes so 

deeply engrained in an individual that it permeates his very being and is manifest in every 

action he performs.  For a time, the one subjected to capillary power loses autonomy and 

free will, exercising only the exact will of the sovereign, the will that attempts to pervade 

the subject‘s very self.  The subject must also change and become ―normalized‖ in order 

to guarantee his loyalty and his usefulness to his state.  But a normalized, obedient solider 

is the state‘s most prized object, and with the respect of the state comes a degree of 

freedom that had hitherto been denied even the free, non-normalized subject. 

                The most docile body, the subject who was able to comply fully with the 

mandates of the state, was frequently rewarded for his docility.  According to Foucault, 

―[d]iscipline rewards simply by the play of award, thus making it possible to attain higher 

ranks and places; it punishes by reversing this process […r]ank in itself serves as a 

reward or punishment‖ (181).  The notion of ascending in rank, of demonstrating visibly 

how important a subject was, made compliance and subservience attractive to the 

subjects most willing to become docile bodies.  A greater incentive was the use of 

physical, visible markers to distinguish the best in the class from those who still had some 

lessons to finish.  Foucault writes that the ―first class, known as the ‗very good‘, were 
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distinguished by a silver epaulette; they enjoyed the honor of being treated as ‗purely 

military troops‘; they therefore had a right to military punishment‖ (181).  In previous 

decades, when punishment was the preferred method to discipline, a subject had to 

manifest the strength and the presence of the king in every action he committed.  Even 

criminals, such as Damiens, served a function for the sovereign, as he showed how 

powerless a man could be against the terrifying power of his king when this king decided 

to dole out justice.  In disciplinary systems, the solider would still wear markers of the 

king‘s power, but with a twist: the royal markers also indicated his own strength and his 

superiority over his peers.  Furthermore, as discipline was based ―on ‗the moral qualities 

of the pupils‘ and on ‗their universally recognized behavior,‘‖ a solider could also present 

himself as an upright man, an honorable citizen with high morality.  In this manner, a 

man could be upstanding without being accused of excessive pride, since the designation 

was made by others who had also come to admire him.  In the disciplinary system, a 

higher ranking soldier could revel in the knowledge that the same men he was forced to 

serve had found him to be superior and had rewarded him with a higher rank. 

                By understanding why a body would voluntarily become docile and submit to 

the demands of the state, readers of Paradise Lost might be able to consider why God the 

Son, traditionally recognized as a strong entity enjoying equality with His Father, 

receives so much attention and respect from Milton, the same writer who has 

intentionally removed His power.  In spite of the demotion the Son receives in Milton‘s 

poem, it would be impossible to argue that He is an insignificant figure, especially 

considering that He is the one who will take upon Himself the burden of man‘s sin and 

rectify the wrongs that have been committed against the Father.  In some ways, He 
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becomes Damiens for the Father, who will engage in classical punishment when the Son 

becomes man.  Wilma Armstrong writes extensively on the topic of discipline in 

Paradise Lost, focusing her argument on God‘s treatment of Adam and Eve, and His 

treatment of Satan, while neglecting the punishment that the Father saves for His Son.  

According to Armstrong, the traditional punishment that Damiens received is reserved 

exclusively for the fallen angels within Milton‘s poem, and she is correct in the sense that 

readers do not witness the Son‘s torture within the text.  However, the implied pain He 

will suffer at the hand of mankind is all too evident, and consequently the Son receives a 

worse punishment than even Satan, for the Son, unlike the devil, never transgressed the 

law.  It is Adam and Eve who have broken a vow, and the sovereign, in this case the 

Father, demands retribution.  The Son will provide the Father with that option, and in 

doing so will regain the Father‘s authority, as the ―public execution […] reactivated 

power‖ (49).   

                Paradise Lost unquestionably has the idea of the Son‘s torture in the 

background of the poem, but the majority of the story relates not how God effectively 

uses torture and punishment, but rather how He engages in strict discipline in order to 

guarantee a heavenly host of docile bodies.  Despite the war in Heaven that reduces the 

number of angels by one third, the majority of the angels are obedient to the Father, 

notwithstanding the subservience that is required of them.  Although Abdiel and others 

are only too eager to do the Father‘s bidding, they are clearly engaged in a hierarchal 

system that makes use of rank, especially rank based on moral improvement.  For 

instance, although Michael and Gabriel are the warriors in Heaven, it is Abdiel who 

makes the first attack against Satan, for he proved his obedience to the Godhead by not 
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joining Satan and the demons in their plot against the Father (6.189-93).  In this instance, 

Abdiel is able to prove to all angels, both fallen and victorious, that he has found favor 

with the Father, for he has been granted a military advantage that had, up to this point, 

been reserved for other angels.  Clearly, Abdiel does not view his obedience as a terrible 

thing, and he can actually gain some advantages from following the Father, despite how 

obsequious a character that may make him.  In fact, Abdiel views servitude completely 

differently from Satan: ―This is servitude:/ To serve th‘ unwise or him who hath rebelled/ 

Against his worthier as thine now serve thee,/ Thyself not free but to thyself enthralled,/ 

Yet lewdly dar‘st our minist‘ring upbraid‖ (6.178-82).  In the views of the faithful angels, 

servitude only comes about by serving a usurper or a being unworthy of such respect, 

which they do not believe describes the Father. 

Abdiel, despite his courage and his obedience to the Father, is not the most 

favored member in Heaven.  Although the angels can attempt to rise in rank through their 

obedience and docility, the hierarchal system will place a cap on their ascension in favor 

of another member: the Son.  Readers would be hard-pressed to find a character in the 

poem who is more devoted, more willing to do His Father‘s work than the figure of God 

the Son.  Similarly, it would be difficult to find another character in this poem that better 

fits Foucault‘s description of the docile body.  The angels are introduced to the Son in 

Book 5, when God the Father announces that ―This day I have begot whom I declare/ My 

only Son and on this holy hill/ Him have anointed whom ye now behold/ At My right 

hand‖ (5.603-6). In this introduction, the Son does not seem to have the freedom to speak 

for Himself or introduce Himself as a member of the Trinity; rather, He must rely on the 

description given to Him by the Father.  The Son in Paradise Lost is a fairly mute 
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character, save for his brief exchange with the Father in Book Three regarding the fate of 

mankind.  Even when the Father gives the Son the power to create the world, it is not the 

Son‘s words that bring life to the earth, but rather the Father speaking through His Son: 

And Thou my Word, begotten Son, by Thee 

This I perform: speak Thou, and be it done! 

My overshadowing Spirit and might with Thee  

I send along: ride forth and bid the deep 

Within appointed bounds be Heav'n and Earth! 

Boundless the deep because I am who fill 

Infinitude (7.163-9). 

In this exchange, readers can appreciate that, while the Son has been granted creative 

processes, He will only be able to do as much as the Father will allow Him.  The Son acts 

for the Father and acts within ―appointed bounds,‖ functioning as God‘s Word.  Any 

command the Son gives is truly the Father‘s command through the person of the Son.  

The Father needs the Son to be His physical presence, and the Son must make known the 

Father in order to be useful to Him. 

                As such a silent figure, the Son must attempt to show His Father‘s presence 

through His actions, in much the same way that Foucault‘s solider represented the 

strength of the king in every exact, precise movement of his body. Already we have seen 

that the Son of God has this aspect of His docility perfected, in the way that He exists as 

the sun to His Father‘s light.  Milton writes of the Son that in Him, ―all His Father shone/ 

Substantially expressed and in His face/ Divine compassion visibly appeared,‖ (3.139-41) 

indicating that the Father, the fount of light (3.375), chooses to imbue His Son with the 

same radiance. The Son of God is so disciplined in this regard that He becomes as 

constant as the sun, rising to power only when the Father commands it of Him, and 

setting when His work is done.  The Son, like any good solider, does only what is asked 
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of Him, and does it with the intention of bringing honor to the state, which in this case is 

represented by the Father. 

                In spite of all of this, most of the angels do respect the Son, and even the Son 

appears to be content with His state, although He is apparently little more than the puppet 

of His Father.  This situation is strange, but not completely novel, as it is something 

readers can witness elsewhere: in Discipline and Punish.  Foucault‘s critique may have 

followed Milton‘s poem by more than three hundred years, but the analyses he makes are 

fundamental in understanding the relationship that Milton envisions between God the 

Father and God the Son.  Milton pictures the Son as the docile body in the poem, the 

body that is willing to be changed and fashioned according to the needs of a sovereign 

power.  Milton‘s Son is only too willing to do this for His Father, becoming the obedient 

solider that most officers can only hope for.  Everything about the Son calls to mind the 

Father.  In the best discipline system, the most powerful figure is usually hidden, as his 

solider should be the only reminder that anyone could need of his omnipotence.  The 

discipliner could remain aloof and be guaranteed that order would remain, since the 

people would never lack a visible sign of his presence.  The Son unquestionably performs 

this service for His Father, who remains inaccessible throughout the poem.  The Father is 

too brilliant to be witnessed with human or angelic eyes, but His Son is clearly visible to 

all.  Consequently, the Son who is comprised of His Father gives the angels their first 

glimpse at what God might actually be like, and man has an intermediary he can call 

upon.  Conceivably, for the first time, there is actually a link between God and His 

creations, thanks to another creation that can physically manifest the Father‘s presence. 
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                But, as already indicated by the soldier‘s rise in rank, the obedience the docile 

body upheld served an entirely personal function, one that could even make his servitude 

bearable.  When the student or solider gained the respect of a superior, he would be 

elevated in rank and afforded special privileges that were previously outside of his reach.  

This decision to reward a solider was solely based on the subject‘s moral behavior, and it 

was usually confirmed during an examination.  According to Foucault, ―the examination 

combines the techniques of an observing hierarchy and those of a normalizing judgment 

[…] it is a normalizing gaze, a surveillance that makes it possible to qualify, to classify 

and to punish‖ (184).  During the examination, a subject would be scrutinized heavily by 

the observer, in the hopes of finding out that the subject had become normal, or useful for 

the state.  The subjects who passed the examination were the most obedient, but usually 

also the most powerful, by virtue of their acceptance of the docility system.  But Foucault 

notes that examinations had another purpose: ―the examination enabled the teacher, while 

transmitting his knowledge, to transform his pupils into a whole field of knowledge‖ 

(186).  Furthermore, it ―guaranteed the movement of knowledge from the teacher to the 

pupil, but it extracted from the pupil a knowledge destined and reserved for the teacher‖ 

(187).  This test not only ensured that the student was as docile as possible, but also 

proved to the tester that the subject would be willing to enforce what he had learned.  The 

subject once again becomes the property of a higher power, and it is only his competency 

and willingness to submit that affords him any sense of power. 

                Book Three of Paradise Lost is obsessed with the idea of an examination, as 

God the Son is forced to present Himself before the Father and demonstrate that He has 

become as useful as possible to His Sovereign.  In front of all of the angels, God the Son 
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can, with one exceptional examination, increase His rank above all of them and 

demonstrate to the Examiner that He is the best student, solider, and subject among them 

all.  In the traditional fashion described by Foucault, the Son can only advance His rank 

by proving His morality, can only gain merit through exceptional behavior.  

Advancement by merit is crucial in such a rigid, hierarchal system, and numerous critics 

have commented on the revelation of the Son‘s merit in this chapter.  Boyd M. Berry, 

whose article focuses on the Puritanical elements of Milton‘s poem, notes that according 

to Puritanism, merit was the ultimate determiner of one‘s worth, an idea upheld by God 

when he declares that the Son has received his high position as a result of his merit, not 

his birthright (389).  Dennis Berthold concurs with Berry‘s finding, asserting that ―merit 

[…] appears to be a viable means of justifying oneself before God (153)‖.  Berthold 

distinguishes between the two types of merit he sees in Paradise Lost: natural merit, 

earned by birthright, and earned merit, which comes from the good deeds one performs.  

Both are important in the poem, and it appears that the Son, deserving of natural merit, 

attempts to guarantee that He has also earned His merit.   

The examination is an ideal place to test the Son‘s merit, as well as His obedience 

and docility.  In Book Three, God the Father announces that man will fail in his promise 

to not eat of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, a tree that exists solely to test 

whether Adam and Eve can be obedient.  The Father expresses some regret, but his 

principal emotion is anger as He considers what man will do to Him, exclaiming that man 

is an ―Ingrate‖ (3.97) who was formed perfectly but will trespass through no fault of the 

Father‘s.  He appears to be set on destroying Adam and Eve, when the Son interjects, 

asking if God would really ―abolish [His] creation‖ (3.163).  The Father rethinks His 
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decision, on the condition that ―Some other able and as willing pay/ The rigid 

satisfaction, death for death‖ (3.211-2).  With this allowance, the Father perpetuates the 

notion of free will: Adam and Eve can be disobedient, as is their right, but another 

creature must exercise his free will to repair the chasm between fallen man and the 

Father.  Essentially, the Father is looking for an offering, a scapegoat, so that humanity 

might flourish but not forget the need for justice.  What the Father is really looking for is 

the selflessness of His Son.  He is not disappointed: the Son almost immediately offers to 

take man‘s place.  In this exchange, the Son, ―glad to be offered‖ (3.270), proves to His 

Father that He is completely compliant, the best example of a docile body that can exist.  

This body will be punished when mortal, and disciplined rigidly while immortal, to 

guarantee complete obedience to the Father. 

                While it is true that the Son must sacrifice everything, His docility does afford 

Him advantages that far exceed those of the lesser docile bodies.  Georges Vigarello, in 

his analysis of Discipline and Punish, reasserts the idea that ―disciplines are not 

‗negative‘ but rather ‗positive,‘ and within them the body is not passive but active‖ (158), 

which reinforces the notion that the Son of God need not be powerless in his power-

reduced state.  There is power in submission, as evidenced by the favor that the Father 

shows His Son.  First, the Father announces that the Son will become ―The head of all 

mankind‖ (3.286) by virtue of His humble birth as a man.  Then, the Father assures the 

Son that by becoming man, He will not have to renounce any of His divinity, and He will 

actually enjoy ―God-like fruition‖ (3.307) since He has proved Himself ―By merit more 

than birthright Son of God‖ (3.309).  Finally, the Son will also enjoy control over the 

angels: 
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[U]nder Thee as Head Supreme 

Thrones, princedoms, pow‘rs, dominions I reduce:  

All knees to Thee shall bow of them that bide 

In Heaven or Earth or under Earth in Hell (3.319-22). 

The Son, by proving His merit and obedience, obtains a seat in Heaven that is close to, 

though not equal to, His Father‘s seat.  Simply by humbling Himself to the Father and 

becoming a docile body, willing to do whatever is expected of Him, the Son becomes the 

second most powerful person in Heaven.  While some critics, such as Stella Purce 

Revard, have argued that ―though [the Son] possesses a separate and subordinate nature, 

he can become one with the Father and can even be equal to him as the Father chooses to 

bestow equality‖ (250), the evidence in Paradise Lost suggests that being honored by the 

Father does not grant equality with the Father.  In this important passage, it is still 

striking that the honor the Son is to receive must be bequeathed to Him by the Father.  

The Son is in an enviable, exalted position, one in which all angels must respect Him, but 

He is still the Father‘s docile body and will forever remain subordinate to His Father, 

regardless of the merit He has earned though His sacrifice. 

                The final gifts that the Father bequeaths His Son are military command and 

generative powers.  As already mentioned, the Son can only create what the Father has 

preordained, and the Son does not truly have the power to make anything Himself.  

Nevertheless, no other creature in Paradise Lost is privileged enough to contribute to the 

earth that the Father has created, and in this act the Son forms a connection with mankind 

that will allow Him to one day become man Himself.  Anne T. Barbeau evaluates the 

Son‘s creative powers, noting that ―on [the] Third Day of the War, Christ restores the 

violated land‖ (363), which suggests that while the Son might not have the power to 

make anything new, He at least has the power to restore order and bring peace.  The other 
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members of the heavenly host were not able to salvage the land after their battle against 

Satan, but the Son‘s association with the Father makes it possible for Him to bring life 

back to the troubled area.   

 The battle that the Son wins for the Father is the best example of the rewards that 

can be earned through docility.  The War in Heaven rages on for three days, and while 

the loyal angels, for the most part, enjoyed victory, they were not powerful enough to win 

the battle on their own.  Abdiel recognizes that the Father must have a plan in mind, for 

in his speech to Satan, he asserts: 

[N]ot to think how vain  

Against th' Omnipotent to rise in arms 

Who out of smallest things could without end 

Have raised incessant armies to defeat 

Thy folly or with solitary hand, 

Reaching beyond all limit, at one blow 

Unaided could have finished thee and whelmed 

Thy Legions under darkness! (6.135-42). 

The Father does, in fact, have a plan, one that makes use primarily of His most docile 

servant.  While the Father appreciates the struggle of His faithful angels, they will not be 

strong enough to win the battle.  Instead, ―That His great purpose He might so fulfill/ To 

honor his Anointed Son avenged/ Upon His enemies and to declare/ All power on Him 

transferred‖ (6.675-8).  As it was the Son who was challenged and offended by Satan‘s 

disobedience, the Father will grant the Son, and only the Son, the ability to bring an end 

to the war.  The Son‘s victory is instantaneous and swift, and His vengeance is so terrible 

that even the fallen angels began to fear Him as they had previously feared the Father.   

In order to guarantee that such a war is never again possible, and that the Son will 

always be respected as a member of the Trinity, the last gift that the Father gives the Son 
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is the ability to judge others.  After Adam and Eve have tasted of the fruit of the tree, the 

Father announces that He must send an arbitrator to ensure that justice is delivered, 

according to the agreement that the Father and the Son have made.  The Father 

rhetorically questions His angels as to who among them would be the best choice, 

declaring ―Whom but thee/ Vicegerent Son, to thee I have transferred/ All judgment 

whether in Heav‘n, or Earth, or Hell‖ (10.55-7).  The Son is an obvious choice for two 

reasons: one, he will become ―Man‘s friend, his Mediator, his designed/ Both ransom and 

Redeemer voluntary (10.60-1) and therefore should have the power to judge man, if He is 

to die for Him; and two, because the Son is the most docile body, the servant in whom the 

Father can place all of His trust. 

Milton‘s insistence on merit over birthright suggests that the Son‘s earning of 

such an exalted state is more meaningful, and more heroic, than receiving a high position 

simply because He would have been the Son of God.  Through the Son‘s examination, 

readers can see that Milton believes a lesser being, who submits to a higher power 

completely, is actually more deserving of our respect than a higher power being glorified 

for no apparent reason.  As a result of the Son‘s successful examination, the Father, 

Milton, and ultimately Milton‘s readers must view the Son with respect.  Although the 

Son might not always have been so highly exalted, He is revered now for what He has 

done for mankind, and the rewards for His obedience are worthy of the Son of God. 
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Conclusion 

 

The last enemy to be destroyed is death, for „he subjected everything under his feet.‟ But 

when it says that everything has been subjected, it is clear that it excludes the One who 

subjected everything to him.  When everything is subjected to him, then the Son himself 

will also be subjected to the One who subjected everything to him, so that God may be all 

in all.  (1 Corinthians 15: 22-28). 

 

Then Thou they regal scepter shalt lay by, 

For regal scepter then no more shall need: 

God shall be All in all.  But all ye gods 

Adore Him who to compass all this dies! 

Adore the Son and honor Him as Me! (PL 3.334-343). 

 

In Paradise Lost, John Milton wrestles with traditional Christian doctrine, which 

affirms that the Son of God has always existed and was present for the creation of the 

world, and with his own beliefs based on Scripture, which suggest that God the Son is a 

being created just as Adam or any other creature was: by the Father‘s own wish.  These 

two incompatible ideologies converge into Milton‘s conception of the Son of God as 

responsible to and redeemed by His Father, while also existing as the intermediary 

between the Father and the rest of mankind, necessarily placing the Son above the rest of 

creation. 

Milton‘s Son is not the Son Trinitarians have come to expect, even though 

Trinitarianism itself is full of confusion about how best to define the Holy Trinity.  This 

confusion stretches as far back as 325 with Arian and the Nicaea of Bithynia, where 

discussion regarding the status of the Son as an unequal member of the Trinity began 

(Lehnhof 233).  Even the earliest Church followers, raised to accept the Trinity as an 

unquestionable doctrine, could not help but notice some inconsistencies in the Bible and 

in the doctrine being taught within the Church, particularly with regard to the Son.  
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Milton had faith in an anti-Trinitarian system, which he did not regard as especially 

heretical, given the new Protestant philosophy that encouraged individual interpretation 

of the Scriptures as a means of finding truth.  Stephen B. Dobranski and John P. Rumrich 

note that ―for Milton, heretics were not only those who assert ‗traditions or opinions not 

probable by scripture,‘ but also those who follow set doctrine without confirmation of 

conscience‖ (2).  Bearing this opinion in mind, Paradise Lost can be understand as an 

attempt to find the truth, possibly initiating debate for the purpose of ascertaining a 

higher Truth.  Milton believed in the natural world, particularly science, and the 

subordination of God the Son to God the Father, and he combines both beliefs in 

Paradise Lost to explain why the Son is ―by merit more than birthright Son of God‖ 

(3.309). 

As the ―Sun of God,‖ this second Person of the Trinity plays an enigmatic, but 

appreciable, role throughout a poem heavily imbued with images of light.  The sun does 

not enjoy any agency of its own, and it looks to light to fulfill some of its traditional 

roles, announcing the beginning of a new day (5.138-140),  and warming the earth 

(4.641-5) being among them.  Additionally, light has the power to perfect the earth 

(4.673), to exist without the presence of the sun (7.248), and to exist in the hearts of 

mankind as God‘s conscience, which is described as ―light after light‖ (3.196).  The sun, 

and not the light, must ―acknowledge [God] thy greater [and] sound His praise‖ (5.171), 

while the light is described by Milton as being ―holy‖ and constitutes the subject of his 

praise at the beginning of Book Three.  In much the same way, God the Son is 

overlooked in favor of the Father, who is the first to receive songs of praise in Heaven, 

and who alone takes responsibility for the knowledge of Adam and Eve‘s future 
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transgression.  The Son receives the angels‘ praises only after the Father has been fully 

acknowledged, and the Son has only the power that the Father gives to Him, as in the 

case of His creation of the world and His victory over Satan.   

None of these conditions or restrictions exist in Trinitarian thought, and the 

traditional Son of God is a stronger force than is Milton‘s Son.  Nevertheless, Milton‘s 

Son does attain a formidable degree of strength in the poem, solely based on His decision 

to submit to His Father‘s plans.  Following a course that would later be explored by 

Michel Foucault in Discipline and Punish, God the Son offers Himself to the Father as a 

docile body, a body that can be used by a superior power and crafted into an instrument 

for the state.  The docile body is initially powerless, giving up his volition to his superiors 

in order to become useful, but eventually this disciplined body gains its own strength.  In 

humbling itself to the demands of a higher power, the docile body shows that it is 

trustworthy and ready for greater responsibilities, which it is usually granted.  According 

to Foucault, the highest honor was advancement in military rank.  In Paradise Lost, the 

Father offers the Son military advancement in exchange for His heartfelt submission and 

obedience, and when the Son accepts, He is raised in power and privilege over all of the 

angels and all of mankind. 

An important concept to note in the Father‘s advancement of the Son‘s rank is the 

choice involved.  The Father tells the Heavenly Host that He designed all of His creations 

to have free will, for there is no satisfaction in being worshiped and loved by those who 

have no other choice.  As a creation of the Father, the Son also has free will, and He 

demonstrates this by choosing to take upon Himself the sins of mankind and die for its 

salvation.  Milton respects the Son not because He is the progeny of the Father, but rather 
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because given the ability to choose between the salvation of man and the security of His 

own situation, the Son chooses to become a man and die for the sins of others.  It is this 

choice, and not the Son‘s birth, that is rewarded by both the Father and Milton throughout 

the poem: the choice to humble Himself, the choice to become the docile body, the 

choice to die for mankind so that Adam might one day restore his relationship with the 

Father, and ultimately the choice to bridge the gap between imperceptible God and sinful 

man.   

God the Son, in Milton‘s estimation, is as worthy of our respect as is the Son of 

Trinitarian theology, albeit for entirely different reasons.  It was impossible for Milton, 

encouraged by his faith to analyze the Bible so thoroughly and to accept nothing without 

proper inquiry, to overlook the confusion he met when reading about the Son of God.  

For him, it was impractical to see the Son as having existed for all time and sharing 

equality with the Father.  However, this division in the Holy Trinity did not necessitate a 

reworking of Trinitarian thought to completely strip the Son of any authority, and 

Milton‘s Paradise Lost effectively demonstrates that although the Son is not as eminent 

as is His Trinitarian counterpart, He is not any less deserving of the Father‘s praise and 

our respect.  The Son serves as an example of what a Christian should aspire to become: 

humble, obedient, and happy to serve the Father.  God the Son in Milton‘s poem may 

exist ―merely to officiate light,‖ but as the most powerful star closest to the Father‘s light, 

His role in the poem is far from trivial. 
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